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High-tech for your passion

Every SPORTEX rod is the result of long years of practical 

experience and innovative technical know-how. 

Our technical knowledge has grown over the decades. In the Fifties,  

we were renowned for the honey-coloured fibreglass blanks which 

set countless records in casting distance and precision. And when 

innovative carbon fibre materials arrived, we were among the first 

to recognise their potential for making rods, and put them to use. 

Thanks to our own SPORTEX HT-Cross Winding blank technology, 

our rods are unique in their combination of strength, lightness and 

speed. 

At the heart of every agile SPORTEX fishing rod are the right 

fibres and the innovative processing under which they go

We use only the latest and highest quality carbon fibres for our rods, 

sourced from the leading manufacturers. What makes our knowled-

ge and skills so special is how we achieve the specific mixture of 

the most varied materials, such as highly modulated carbon fibres, 

Kevlar, Boron or Zylon, and merge them into a frictional force-closed 

combination. This enables us to exploit the advantages of the indi-

vidual fibre materials, such as flexural strength and tensile strength, 

lightness, impact resistance, speed and resistance to breakage in 

optimum combinations. And the result? Rods tailored individually to 

specific types of fishing and angling techniques, with the fast action 

typical of SPORTEX.

They are not simply uniform rods ‘off the peg’. 

Every rod is an individual creation, even within the same series,  

adjusted in length, action and component composition to suit the 

particular casting weight, distance and anticipated twist. 

For rods without compromise only components without  

compromise will suffice

Anyone who wants to be a w orld leader when it comes to making 

rods cannot allow for compromise.

 Original FUJI guides and FUJI reel holders

 Natural cork of premium class AAA

 Wear-resistant Duplon of the highest grade

 Special lacquer – elastic and impact resistant

We stand by our products – and that’s guaranteed! 

Our quality control procedures meet the highest possible de-

mands, whether it is the selection of the material and compo-

nents specific to the rod, the painstaking checking during the 

manufacturing process of the blanks or the ongoing inspections 

at the rod make-up stage. Every SPORTEX rod is an exquisitely 

crafted quality product. And we, the manufacturers, stand by 

that with our 10-year blank guarantee*.

*Add-on parts such as guides and reel holders are covered by the statutory 2-year guarantee

What makes SPORTEX rods so unique?
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There’s nothing in the world to compare with a SPORTEX rod. It owes 

its legendary reputation to the power of innovation and the unique 

technology which for decades has set standards worldwide. Today, 

our rods are a byword for reliability and master craftsmanship.   

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee



SPORTEX-technology of the future.

Rod action

Our rods are symbols of quality and long service, attributes which 

are becoming ever more important in these days of fast-paced 

living. It is with pride that we can say that SPORTEX rods have 

excited generations of anglers with their reliability in demanding 

situations and their incredibly long life. Sustained research with 

new materials and material combinations are the bedrock. No 

other rod manufacturer can take advantage of such a wide range 

of materials for rod production.

The benchmark in rod building – just moved forward!

EXTRA FAST: the blank primarily flexes in the upper 
third of the tip section. Further down the blank features 
a strong backbone.  

 Sensitive bite detection

 Powerful and long distance casting

FAST: the entire tip section of the blank flexes.  
The butt section offers a strong backbone. 

 Sensitive bite detection

 Powerful and long distance casting

extra fast

fast

MEDIUM FAST: the rod flexes from its tip nearly 
down to the middle of the blank. The butt section 
offers a strong backbone 

 controlled hook setting even on longer distance

 large distance casting possible 

MEDIUM: the rod flexes from its tip all the way down 
to the middle of the blank. The butt section offers a 
strong backbone.

 controlled hook setting even on longer distance

 large distance casting possible 

medium fast

medium

SLOW MEDIUM: the blank flexes from its tip all the way down to just 
about the handle section.

  very healthy balance of power and best for fighting large fish

 excellent shock absorption even in close-up range

SLOW: the entire blank evenly flexes from its tip down to the handle 
and is quite soft.

  very healthy balance of power and best for fighting large fish

 excellent shock absorption even in close-up range

slow medium

slow

The Sportex Helicore®Blank is a masterpiece in rod building, unifying 

the best possible features in all disciplines. The new technology  

is a strict development of SPORTEX’s proprietary HT Cross Winding 

process, taking into account the latest in material science and manu- 

facturing technology. The result: incredibly light and fast blanks that 

are more sensitive but at least as robust, strong and long lasting as mil-

lions of fishermen worldwide know it from SPORTEX. It simply fishes  

better than any other blank used in today’s rods.

When casting, you will feel the difference: Post-pulse oscillation 

is dramatically reduced and the blank loads up to 20% more energy 

– resulting in longer and more targeted casting.

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

+20% casting energy

extended track and control 
for maximum accuracy – re-
duced post pulse oscillation

traditional carbon blanks Helicore-Blank

S E N S I B I L I T Y
R E A C T I O N

M A X  L O A D

S P O R T E X
H e l i c o r e® B l a n k

C A R B O N

F I B R E G L A S S

P O W E R / S P E E D

HELICORE ®

BLANK TECHNOLOGIE

A fast and individually designed rod action to perfectly meet the requirements of a specific angling application is quintessentially to all SPORTEX rods:

EXTRA FAST

ACT I ON

ra fa

FAST

ACT I ON

MEDIUM FAST
ACT I ON

mediMEDIUM

ACT I ON

SL

OW MEDIUM

ACT I ON

ow m
SLOW

ACT I ON
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SPINNING RODS



HYDRA SPEED

HYPERION

AIR SPIN
BLACK ARROW

STYX Z

CARAT SPECIAL

CURVE SPIN

TIBORON

CARBOFLEX CLASSX
BLACK PEARL

ABSOLUT

STYX B

Flex of Sportex predator rods

Bending rod test: 

To visualise the character of each of our rods all blanks are precisely positioned in a 

 measuring device and stress-tested with a uniform weight.

The resulting images are digitally rendered onto a standardised diagram to show the actual 

flex of each rod. Note that this diagram displays the individual flex of a rod series but not its 

action (fast, medium fast etc). 

Test conditions:   Rod length 2,70 m 

 Cast 40 g 

 Bending tip with a weight of 500 g



Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
AIR SPIN
129241 AS 2401 240 cm 8 2 123 cm 20 g 12 - 29 g 148 g 9 709,00 € 
129242 AS 2402 240 cm 8 2 123 cm 40 g 24 - 55 g 157 g 9 739,00 € 
129272 AS 2702 270 cm 9 2 140 cm 40 g 23 - 53 g 163 g 9 769,00 € 
129273 AS 2703 270 cm 9 2 140 cm 60 g 37 - 72 g 170 g 9 789,00 € 
129274 AS 2704 270 cm 9 2 140 cm 80 g 58 - 95 g 174 g 10 849,00 € 
AIR SPIN SEATROUT
129312 AS 3152 310 cm 10,5 2 160 cm 28 g 12 - 39 g 151 g 11 809,00 € 
129322 AS 3252 325 cm 11 2 167 cm 28 g 10 - 38 g 163 g 11 839,00 € 

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
AIR SPIN
129241 AS 2401 240 cm 8 2 123 cm 20 g 12 - 29 g 148 g 9 709,00 € 
129242 AS 2402 240 cm 8 2 123 cm 40 g 24 - 55 g 157 g 9 739,00 € 
129272 AS 2702 270 cm 9 2 140 cm 40 g 23 - 53 g 163 g 9 769,00 € 
129273 AS 2703 270 cm 9 2 140 cm 60 g 37 - 72 g 170 g 9 789,00 € 

Very light, very fast, very fine:  
this exclusive series of rods features a combination  

of exquisite characteristics.

 AIR SPIN

Also available
SPORTEX AIR Spin Seatrout  
with luxury cork grip
AAAA-Grade
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Fuji Hakenöse

Video of AIR SPIN

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



T800
 Carbon

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 MEDIUM FAST

ACT I ON

T8000000T8TT8880000000
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ACA T I ON

Very light, very fast, very fine: this exclusive series  

of rods features a combination of exquisite 

 characteristics. At their core is the new Helicore 

blank, which is designed for maximum lightness. 

With its composite material of T800 carbon fibres 

and special epoxy resin with finest nanoparticles, 

it gives the Air Spin unequalled speed and stability. 

The ultra-light FUJI TORZITE guides with titanium 

frames amplify the feather-weight character and  

boost casting like no other guide available in the 

market. Added to this, the extra-ordinary loading 

capacities of the blanks mean that both,  artificial 

and natural baits can be cast with extreme  precision 

at long distances without any major effort. The 

sensitive blank provides radar-like control and 

passes even the slightest of takes right into your 

handle, whilst retaining unbelievable strength to 

 handle the most explosive fight with superior ease. 

These rods – probably the  lightest 

ones available – definitely donate 

an extraordinary fishing experience. 

The FUJI reel seats, a distinctive 

finish with the added touch of 

special varnish, and the high 

quality handles made of finest cork 

(sea trout) or Duplon round these outstanding  

premium rods off.

Helicore® Blank Fuji-Reel seat
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Original Fuji TORZITE Titanium-Guides

HT
CROSS
Winding

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
HYPERION XT 
182241 HP2411 240 8 2 124 cm 20 g 9 – 28 g 146 g 8 409,00 € 
182242 HP2412 240 8 2 124 cm 40 g 26 – 48 g 151 g 8 425,00 € 
182243 HP2413 240 8 2 124 cm 60 g 38 – 72 g 152 g 8 445,00 € 
182272 HP2712 270 9 2 139 cm 40 g 27 – 49 g 170 g 8 465,00 € 
182273 HP2713 270 9 2 139 cm 60 g 37 – 71 g 172 g 8 485,00 € 
182274 HP2714 270 9 2 139 cm 80 g 55 – 90 g 183 g 8 509,00 € 
HYPERION XT SEATROUT 
182282 HP2751 270 9 2 139 cm 20 g 5 – 25 g 163 g 8 504,95 € 
182312 HP3151 315 10,5 2 162 cm 35 g 25 – 45 g 194 g 8 535,00 € 

Fuji hook eye Video of HYPERION XT 

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
HYPERION XT 

9 – 28 g 146 g 8182241 HP2411 240 8 2 124 cm 20 g 9 – 28 g 146 g 8 409,00 € 
26 – 48 g 151 g 8182242 HP2412 240 8 2 124 cm 40 g 26 – 48 g 151 g 8 425,00 € 

8 – 72 152 182243 HP2413 240 8 2 124 cm 60 g 38 – 72 g 152 g 8 445,00 € 
27 – 49 g 170 g 8g g g182272 HP2712 270 9 2 139 cm 40 g 27 – 49 g 170 g 8 465,00 € 
37 – 71 g 172 g 8182273 HP2713 270 9 2 139 cm 60 g 37 – 71 g 172 g 8 485,00 € 

Fuji hook eye Video of HYPERION XT 

An other new special rod series 
in the SPORTEX programme which mediates  

far more than only usual fishing...

 HYPERION XT

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



Fuji-VSS-Reel seat Fuji Alconite K-GuidesFuji-VSS-Reel seat Fuji Alconite K-Guides

ra fa

FAST

ACT I ON

T800
 Carbon

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

Modern meets classic in this newly-developed Hyperion XT 

Series of spinning rods – a range of gems with that touch of 

 extra class. The high-tech Helicore blank, made of T800 carbon  

fibres and special epoxy resin with extremely fine nano-

particles, gives these exceptional rods tremendous speed and 

fantastic lightness. Thanks to the perfect loading properties 

of the blank, artificial and natural baits can be cast accurately  

over long distances with very little effort. The high sensitivity  

of the blank means that even the slightest nibble can  

be felt directly in the handle. The fine balance means  

the HYPERON XT feels very comfortable in the hand, 

 providing fatigue-free fishing for hours at a time. Light-

weight FUJI Alconite SIC guides, the best cork and a FUJI  

quality VSS reel seat are the perfect additions to this 

 premium rod. The Hyperion XT is another exceptional new-

comer to the SPORTEX range – a fishing rod with so much more.

11

Helicore® Blank

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee



 TIBORON
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
TIBORON
180180 TB 1800 180 cm 6 2 94 cm 1 – 7 g – 107 g 8 359,00 € 
180210 TB 2100 210 cm 7 2 109 cm 1 – 7 g – 110 g 9 389,00 € 
180220 TB 2400 240 cm 8 2 124 cm 1 – 7 g – 135 g 10 459,00 € 
180181 TB 1801 180 cm 6 2 94 cm 10 g 3 – 15 g 100 g 8 369,00 € 
180201 TB 2111 210 cm 7 2 109 cm 10 g 3 – 16 g 126 g 9 399,00 € 
180231 TB 2401 240 cm 8 2 124 cm 20 g 8 – 29 g 159 g 9 449,00 € 
180232 TB 2402 240 cm 8 2 124 cm 40 g 22 – 56 g 170 g 9 465,00 € 
180233 TB 2403 240 cm 8 2 123 cm 60 g 34 – 74 g 177 g 9 489,00 € 
180261 TB 2701 270 cm 9 2 140 cm 20 g 11 – 29 g 202 g 9 475,00 € 
180262 TB 2702 270 cm 9 2 140 cm 40 g 21 – 54 g 221 g 9 495,00 € 
180263 TB 2703 270 cm 9 2 140 cm 60 g 35 – 73 g 220 g 9 509,00 € 
180265 TB 2705 275 cm 9,2 2 141 cm 80 g 56 – 94 g 212 g 9 545,00 € 
180312 TB 3052 305 cm 10 2 155 cm 30 g 14 – 39 g 219 g 11 585,00 € 

Art.-No. Model L th

Elegance matched with sportiness

Video of TIBORON 

Fuji hook eye

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



MEDIUM FAST

ACT I ON

High
Modulus
CARBON
T800
 Carbon

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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HT
CROSS
Winding

original Fuji-Reel seat original Fuji SiC-GuidesHelicore® Blank

The new TIBORON rods are based on the SPORTEX Helicore Blanks, which  

have always shown the way ahead. By further development of the previous 

composite on a nano base, we have been able to improve the extra-ordinary 

properties of the blanks still further – and set the bar still higher. Thanks  

to  these new improvements, the TIBORON has a speed and strength that 

 leave other rods standing. The Helicore blank is now even  tougher and 

has  incredible loading capacity, comfortably delivering the bait  precisely 

over long distances. The excellent sensitivity of the blank  transfers 

the faintest touch directly into the hand section, while the powerful  

backbone guarantees full control over the bait and the fish 

in every situation. The lightness of the TIBORON  means 

 fatigue-free casting over and over again, all day long. In 

 addition,  computer-optimised weights located in the handle 

ensure that the rod is perfectly balanced in the hand. The  finest 

materials and components went into creating the TIBORON, such 

as SIC guides from FUJI, new FUJI TVS reel seats, removable FUJI 

hook eyes and the finest quality duplon material. The TIBORONs elegant  

design will draw many an envious look out on the water.

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee
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Video of ABSOLUT 

 ABSOLUT

New FUJI reel seat for excellent, throughout rod action.

Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
ABSOLUT
190179 AB 1901 190 cm / 6,2 ft 2 98 cm 10 g 3 – 16 g 97 g 8 334,95 € 
190180 AB 1880 180 cm / 6 ft 1 180 cm LW: 20 g LW: 20 g 93 g 7 329,95 € 
190181 AB 1881 (Cast) 180 cm / 6 ft 1 180 cm LW: 20 g LW: 20 g 96 g 8 319,95 € 
190211 AB 2101 210 cm / 7 ft 2 109 cm 20 g 10 – 30 g 114 g 9 369,95 € 
190241 AB 2401 240 cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 20 g 12 – 34 g 130 g 9 384,95 € 
190242 AB 2402 240cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 40 g 30 – 50 g 139 g 9 399,95 € 
190243 AB 2403 240 cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 60 g 36 – 79 g 147 g 9 429,95 € 
190272 AB 2702 270 cm / 9 ft 2 139 cm 40 g 30 – 50 g 158 g 10 429,95 € 
190273 AB 2703 270 cm / 9 ft 2 139 cm 60 g 36 – 79 g 167 g 10 449,95 € 

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



original Fuji-Reel seatoriginal Fuji-Reel seat

The absolute highlight from SPORTEX!

It took a good two years to develop, but with our 

revolutionary Helicore blank we have succeeded  

in setting a new standard in rod construction.  

This involves the carbon fibre threads 

being laid in a matrix mould and then being 

 melded using nano-sized silica particles. This 

 combination of the two materials gives the  

fibres extraordinary stability and strength. Thanks 

to the Helicore blank, absolut rods are incredibly  

light, fantastically fast, sensitive and extremely  

tough. Under normal conditions, they are un-

breakable – however tough the going gets. 

 Perfect bait guidance, sensitive bite  recognition, 

 rapid lifting, tremendous  casting distances and 

a powerful backbone for even the  toughest 

adversary – these are all  features that make 

this an outstandingly rod. The  extreme 

 lightness makes hours of casting feel like 

child’s play. The finish of the refined, modern- 

looking lank can be identified by everyone,  

even from far away – there’s no doubt it’s a SPORTEX.  

The top quality SIC guides and the high quality 

Duplon split-handles round off the image. Fish 

with this rod just once, and you’ll never want 

anything else.

T800
 Carbon

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

EXTRA FAST

ACT I ON
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Helicore® Blank

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSIICCCC



Art.-No. Model Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
STYX V
114192 XV1885 185 1 185 cm 21-48 g – 139 g 8 244,95 € 
114191 XV1886 (Baitcast) 185 1 185 cm 21-48 g – 143 g 10 254,95 € 
114194 XV1887 185 1 185 cm 51-79 g – 141 g 8 249,95 € 
114193 XV1888 (Baitcast) 185 1 185 cm 51-79 g – 143 g 10 259,95 € 
STYX T
114203 XT2103 210 2 110 cm 29-71 g – 150 g 9 274,95 € 
114210 XT2210 220 2 175 cm 91-158 g – 168 g 9 289,95 € 
114211 XT2211 (Baitcast) 220 2 175 cm 91-158 g – 169 g 10 294,95 € 
114212 XT2220 220 2 175 cm 82-120 g – 165 g 9 294,95 € 
114213 XT2221 (Baitcast) 220 2 175 cm 82-120 g – 166 g 10 299,95 € 
STYX B
114240 XB2400 240 2 125 cm 20 g 12-31 g 183 g 9 299,95 € 
114242 XB2402 240 2 125 cm 40 g 25-54 g 187 g 9 309,95 € 
114243 XB2403 240 2 125 cm 60 g 34-77 g 192 g 9 319,95 € 
114272 XB2702 270 2 139 cm 40 g 22-51 g 203 g 10 329,95 € 
114273 XB2703 270 2 139 cm 60 g 32-74 g 208 g 10 339,95 € 
STYX Z
114232 XZ2402 245 2 126 cm 40 g 21-50 g 163 g 9 289,95 € 
114282 XZ2802 285 2 146 cm 40 g 19-51 g 177 g 9 319,95 € 

STYX2 T
Your first choice for hunting big predators with 

modern twitch baits. The blank has the optimum 

rigidity for seductive lure play and perfect feel. The 

STYX2 T is available in medium, medium heavy 

and extra heavy casting weights. There’s a baitcast 

 version as well as a fixed spool model, with SIC 

rings to match.  

 STYX2
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STYX2 Z
STYX2 B

STYX2 T

STYX2 V

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



The new STYX2 rods are made to bring your dream fish a whole lot closer. No matter where you are, lake, river or sea, STYX2 will never leave you high and 

dry. With an extremely light blank and an action that’s super-fast and super-strong, you get to enjoy the bite, the lift and the thrill of playing right to the end. 

The new STYX2 rods, they’re a passion …

STYX2 B
STYX2 B rods are designed for perch, zander and 

pike fishing. The first class casting characteristics 

of the blank cast the bait right to the fish, even at 

long range. The optimum bait control combined 

with the sensitivity of the rod make for direct bite 

detection, right into the handle.

STYX2 V
Light and finely balanced vertical rod for 

 fatigue-free fishing, with a sensitive tip and 

powerful backbone. With the STYX2 V, precise 

 presentation of the lure becomes child’s play 

and bites are easily detected thanks to direct 

contact with the bait. The STYX2 V is available 

in  medium and extra heavy casting weights. The 

rods are available in both baitcast and fixed spool 

 versions, with SIC rings to match. 

STYX2 Z
Rods specially designed for zander. STYX2 Z  models 

are ideal for fishing with both artificial and natural 

baits. The tip is extremely sensitive and extremely 

fast, and combined with the powerful backbone, 

instantly and reliably sets the hook. The gentle flex 

of the blank provides perfect shock absorption in 

fights with strong fish, meaning fewer get away 

when being played. 

Out fishing already, or are you still dreaming ...

Video of STYX2 
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HT
CROSS
Winding

High 
Modulus
CARBON

Helicore® Blank

EXTRA FAST

ACT I ON

SIC 
guides
SIICC10 YEAR

Blank Guarantee



 CARAT SPECIAL XT
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
CARAT SPECIAL XT
120211 CS2111 210 7 2 109 10 g 3 - 16 g 109 g 7 199,95 € 
120201 CS2112 210 7 2 109 20 g 11 - 29 g 116 g 7 209,95 € 
120251 CS2411 240 8 2 123 20 g 11 - 28 g 121 g 8 229,95 € 
120252 CS2412 240 8 2 123 40 g 24 - 51 g 129 g 8 239,95 € 
120253 CS2413 240 8 2 123 60 g 33 - 73 g 180 g 8 254,95 € 
120282 CS2712 270 9 2 140 40 g 22 - 51 g 152 g 9 279,95 € 
120283 CS2713 270 9 2 140 60 g 31 - 72 g 174 g 9 289,95 € 
120284 CS2714 270 9 2 140 80 g 73 - 96 g 174 g 9 299,95 € 
120323 CS3013 300 10 2 154 60 g 32 - 74 g 185 g 10 299,95 € 
120324 CS3014 300 10 2 154 80 g 71 - 95 g 240 g 10 319,95 € 
CARAT SPECIAL XT SEATROUT
120273 CS2751 270 9 2 140 28 g 12 - 37 g 174 g 9 289,95 € 
120304 CS3051 305 10 2 154 28 g 11 - 36 g 194 g 10 299,95 € 
120335 CS3351 330 11 2 171 28 g 10 - 37 g 183 g 11 319,95 € 

Video of  
CARAT SPECIAL XT

CARAT SPECIAL XT SEATROUT

CARAT SPECIAL XT
Travel rods  
please look at page 40/41

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



CARAT SPECIAL XT –  
Performance over whole length 

The new Carat Spezial series features a modern, 

fast and powerful Helicore blank made of T700 

carbon fibres with nanotechnology. 

Particularly noteworthy are the excellent loading 

properties, the especially fine sensitivity and the 

balanced strength of the blank.

These factors allow for long, precise casts, help 

in ensuring perfect bait control, and make for 

complete command of the fish after the bite. The 

sensitive tip passes every contact with a fish right 

into the handle. 

The rods have a dynamic semi-parabolic action, 

fitting easily and comfortably in the hand. 

The Carat Spezial  series 

comes with original FUJI 

Alconite guides, a FUJI VSS 

reel seat and hard- wearing Duplon 

handles. The Seatrout rods have a cork 

handle. 

All round, this is an excellent series of rods, ideal 

for small and larger predators alike.
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Video of BLACK ARROW G2 

 BLACK ARROW G2
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BLACK ARROW G2 Ultra Light

BLACK ARROW G2

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
BLACK ARROW G2
147182 BA1812 180 6 2 10 g 3 – 13 g 131 g 6 159,95 € 
147220 BA2110 210 7 2 10 g 4 – 14 g 137 g 6 164,95 € 
147221 BA2112 210 7 2 20 g 13 – 26 g 148 g 6 174,95 € 
147222 BA2113 210 7 2 40 g 22 – 51 g 150 g 6 184,95 € 
147223 BA2204 220 7,3 2 60 g 33 – 72 g 158 g 6 209,95 € 
147251 BA2412 240 8 2 20 g 13 – 28 g 162 g 7 189,95 € 
147252 BA2413 240 8 2 40 g 23 – 51 g 171 g 7 199,95 € 
147253 BA2414 240 8 2 60 g 34 – 71 g 179 g 7 219,95 € 
147282 BA2712 275 9 2 40 g 24 – 52 g 186 g 8 239,95 € 
147283 BA2713 275 9 2 60 g 33 – 71 g 198 g 8 254,95 € 
147284 BA2714 275 9 2 80 g 71 – 96 g 221 g 8 269,95 € 
147313 BA3013 300 10 2 60 g 45 – 75 g 225 g 8 269,95 € 
147316 BA3015 300 10 2 100 g 72 – 119 g 250 g 8 289,95 € 
147352 BA3151 315 10,5 2 30 g 19 – 41 g 217 g 8 254,95 € 
BLACK ARROW G2 ULTRA LIGHT
147171 BA1822 180 6 2 1 – 7 g – 131 g 10 169,95 € 
147211 BA2122 210 7 2 1 – 7 g – 136 g 10 179,95 € 
147231 BA2422 240 8 2 1 – 7 g – 141 g 11 189,95 € 
147271 BA2722 270 9 2 1 – 7 g – 153 g 11 199,95 € 

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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The Black Arrow Series has been completely 

upgraded and now combines a stylish appear-

ance with high-tech blank material, especial-

ly matched to the challenges of modern spin  

fishing. Thanks to the use of Japanese high-per-

formance carbon, we have been able to boost the 

speed and sensitivity of the blank compared to 

its predecessor. The rods are very slim, but when 

you are playing a fish, they provide enormous 

strength, and even the fiercest trophy fish can 

rapidly be brought to heel. Also, the fast recovery 

of the blank makes for long and precise casting.

The Ultra-Light model, with its newly 

developed and enormously sensitive tip, 

is ideally suited for use with small and very 

light lures for perch, trout and zander.   

High 
Modulus
CARBON

Aluminium-Reel seat Fuji Alconite K-Guides

ra fa

FAST

ACT I ON

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee



Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
HYDRA SPEED
183191 UL1901 190 6,2 2 98 cm 20 g 7 – 28 g 109 g 7 142,95 € 
183210 UL2100 210 7 2 109 cm 10 g 3 – 15 g 113 g 7 147,95 € 
183211 UL2101 210 7 2 109 cm 20 g 9 – 28 g 117 g 7 149,95 € 
183212 UL2102 210 7 2 109 cm 40 g 12 – 51 g 121 g 7 152,95 € 
183201 UL2112 210 7 2 174 cm 40 g 12 – 51 g 150 g 14 169,95 € 
183223 UL2203 220 7,3 2 109 cm 60 g 19 – 71 g 137 g 7 157,95 € 
183222 UL2213 220 7,3 2 182 cm 60 g 19 – 71 g 175 g 15 169,95 € 
183228 UL2218 220 7,2 2 182 cm 180 g 150 – 240 g 201 g 8 189,95 € 
183229 UL2219 220 7,2 2 114 cm 180 g 150 – 240 g 211 g 11 189,95 € 
183241 UL2401 240 8 2 124 cm 20 g 8 – 29 g 138 g 8 159,95 € 
183242 UL2402 240 8 2 124 cm 40 g 14 – 53 g 158 g 8 165,95 € 
183245 UL2412 240 8 2 124 cm 40g 14 – 53 g 166 g 15 169,95 € 
183243 UL2403 240 8 2 124 cm 60 g 21 – 71 g 164 g 8 169,95 € 
183244 UL2404 240 8 2 124 cm 80 g 38 – 92 g 187 g 8 174,95 € 
183272 UL2702 270 9 2 139 cm 40 g 13 – 52 g 176 g 8 172,95 € 
183273 UL2703 270 9 2 139 cm 60 g 22 – 73 g 169 g 8 179,95 € 
183274 UL2704 270 9 2 139 cm 80 g 39 – 94 g 176 g 8 189,95 € 
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 HYDRA SPEED

Video of HYDRA SPEED

HYDRA SPEED
183191 UL1901 190 6,2 2 98 cm 20 g

109 cm 10 183210 UL2100 210 7 2 109 cm 10 g 3 – 15 g 113 g 7
109 cm 20 183211 UL2101 210 7 2 109 cm 20 g 9 – 28 g 117 g 7 149,95 € 
109 cm 40109 m 40 g 12 – 51 g 121 g 7 152,95 € 

169 95 €

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
DRA SPEED

98 cm 20 g2 98 cm 20 g 7 – 28 g 109 g 7 142,95 € 
113 g 7 147,95 € 

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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high-quality  
SIC-Guides

Quickness and strength
Speed and strength are the hallmarks of this 

new series. The rods feature an extremely fast 

action matched with a powerful backbone. The 

blank, made from high-performance carbon, 

delivers low weight and great sensitivity. The 

rods also feature excellent loading and reset 

capacity, which produce really long casts with 

spot-on accuracy. The lightweight blank also 

allows for hours of casting with no strain and 

plenty of gain. The rods come fitted with SIC 

guides, a tough VSS reel seat and top quality  

Duplon handles.  Depending on the  model, this 

universal rod series is  ideally 

suited for spinning, twitching,  

jigging, trolling, and, 

of course, regular  

angling. 

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SIICCC



Video of Curve Spin

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
CURVE SPIN
117181 PS1801 185 6 2 109 cm 15 g 5-19 g 120 g 7 139,95 € 
117210 PS2100 210 7 2 110 cm 10 g 3-14 g 125 g 7 144,95 € 
117211 PS2101 210 7 2 110 cm 20 g 9-26 g 125 g 7 149,95 € 
117241 PS2401 240 8 2 124 cm 20 g 8-24 g 138 g 8 159,95 € 
117242 PS2402 240 8 2 124 cm 40 g 24-52 g 155 g 8 164,95 € 
117243 PS2403 240 8 2 124 cm 60 g 33-71 g 160 g 8 169,95 € 
117272 PS2702 270 9 2 140 cm 40 g 22-51 g 168 g 9 179,95 € 
117273 PS2703 270 9 2 140 cm 60 g 31-72 g 172 g 9 189,95 € 
117274 PS2704 270 9 2 140 cm 80 g 51-91 g 181 g 9 194,95 € 

 CURVE SPIN
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* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



This newly developed all-round spinning rod 

series with a parabolic action right into the 

handle makes playing fish a pure pleasure. 

A special new production technique has allowed 

us to fit the Curve Spin series with a blank that is 

very light and slim, but with exceptional loading 

capabilities. During development, particular 

attention was paid to the sensitivity and the 

damping characteristics of the blank. This means 

that even the most cautious nibbles are passed 

to the handle, and those fish that do get away are 

reduced to a few lucky (or unlucky) exceptions. 

Thanks to its low weight, the Curve Spin lies 

perfectly balanced in the hand and allows for long 

hours of casting with no feelings of fatigue.

The rods come fitted with full Duplon handles, 

aluminium 

hoods, top 

quality SIC guides from 

Seaguide and VSS reel 

seats.  

The series has an excellent 

price-performance ratio.
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New lightweight rod series with fantastic action!
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 NOVA TWITCH

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
NOVA TWITCH
113197 PT1900 195 6,2 2 101 cm 10 g 3 – 14 g 106 g 7 117,95 € 
113198 PT1901 195 6,2 2 101 cm 15 g 4 – 19 g 114 g 7 126,95 € 
113210 PT2100 215 7,2 2 111 cm 10 g 3 – 14 g 115 g 8 132,95 € 
113213 PT2101 215 7,2 2 111 cm 20 g 7 – 27 g 120 g 8 137,95 € 
113242 PT2401 240 8 2 124 cm 20 g 8 – 28 g 130 g 8 142,95 € 
113243 PT2402 240 8 2 124 cm 35 g 15 – 46 g 139 g 8 147,95 € 
NOVA TWITCH HEAVY
113205 PT2015 200 6,5 2 104 cm 100 g 76 – 118 182 g 11 149,95 € 
113206 PT2216 220 7,3 2 114 cm 140 g 82 – 162 209 g 12 159,95 € 
113207 PT2014 200 6,5 2 104 cm 100 g 76 – 118 168 g 8 144,95 € 
113208 PT2217 220 7,3 2 114 cm 140 g 82 – 162 194 g 8 154,95 € 

Sensitive, easy and fast

Video of NOVA TWITCH 

NOVA TWITCH

NOVA TWITCH HEAVY

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



NOVA TWITCH

The new NOVA Twitch series comprises very light and fast rods for finesse 

fishing for trout, perch and zander. The use of top quality, high-performance 

carbon from Japan gives the blank enormous speed and extreme  lightness. 

They have highly sensitive and fast tips, which relay even the lightest 

 bites directly to the handle. The semi-parabolic action gives the rods the  

backbone to apply all the pressure needed, even on bigger fish.    

The NOVA Twitch has an excellent price-performance ratio and is the ideal 

rod for use with modern baits for twitching. 

NOVA TWITCH HEAVY

A lightweight and rigid rod designed for fishing with  large 

baits for pike and similar fish. The rod has a very fast 

and very sensitive action, which means that when a bite 

 happens the strike can be made straight away, and abso-

lutely on target. The superior loading properties of the blank 

also mean that heavy baits can be cast extremely well. There 

are two different versions of the Nova Twitch Heavy available, 

one with a trigger handle for using a baitcast reel and SIC Lowrider 

guides, the other with a fixed spool reel holder and KL style guides.

High
Modulus
CARBON

MEDIUM FAST

ACT I ON
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NOVA TWITCH
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 NOVA

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
NOVA JERK
113186 PT1814 (Baitcast) 180 6 2 144 cm 80 g 57-96 g 175 g 11 134,95 € 
113187 PT1914 (Baitcast) 195 6,2 2 159 cm 100 g 79-119 g 199 g 10 144,95 € 
NOVA VERTICAL
113203 PT1902 195 6,2 2 101 cm 30 g 11-38 g 127 g 9 139,95 € 
113204 PT1903 195 6,2 2 101 cm 50 g 29-58 g 139 g 7 144,95 € 
113214 PT1912 (Baitcast) 195 6,2 2 101 cm 30 g 11-38 g 146 g 12 144,95 € 
113215 PT1913 (Baitcast) 195 6,2 2 101 cm 50 g 29-58 g 158 g 12 149,95 € 
NOVA ULTRA LIGHT
113180 PT1800 185 6 2 96 cm 1-5 g – 108 g 10 124,95 € 
113200 PT2000 200 6,5 2 103 cm 1-5 g – 115 g 10 134,95 € 
113181 PT1801 185 6 2 96 cm 3-9 g – 110 g 10 134,95 € 
113201 PT2001 200 6,5 2 103 cm 3-9 g – 122 g 10 142,95 € 

NOVA JERK

NOVA ULTRA LIGHT

NOVA VERTICAL

Travel rod 
NOVA TRAVEL
please look 

at Page 40/41

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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NOVA Jerk
Lightweight rigid jerk rods for rapid flicks of 

small and large jerk baits. Thanks to the special 

Uptide arrangement, the Nova Jerk has an almost 

continuous action, which makes for perfect bait 

control. The rods are fitted with a trigger handle 

for using a baitcast reel and SIC Lowrider guides 

for added smoothness.

NOVA Vertical
Rods designed for vertical fishing from a boat.

These rods make for perfect control of the bait 

close to the bottom.

The fast blank with its very sensitive tip flags up 

every bite absolutely without fail, and allows for 

the fish and the bait to be drawn in without any 

serious resistance. The rods also have a powerful 

backbone, meaning that enough pressure can be 

built up to handle even big fighters.

NOVA Ultra Light
Very fine and extremely sen-

sitive rods with a fitted tip 

made of full carbon, for use 

with small and very light baits 

for perch, trout, and zander.

The NOVA ULR is available in 185cm 

and 200cm versions with casting 

weights of 1-5g and 2-9g.

NOVA Jerk
Lightweight 

smal

High
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CARBON
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Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
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 OPAL
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OPAL JERK

OPAL VERTICAL

Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
OPAL DROPSHOT
113211 DS 2161 210 cm / 7 ft 2 108 cm 10 g 7 - 18 g 120 g 8 189,95 €
113241 DS 2461 240 cm /8 ft 2 124 cm 15 g 10 - 21 g 137 g 9 194,95 €
113281 DS 2805 285 cm / 9,3 ft 2 146 cm 20 g 12 - 31 g 210 g 10 209,95 €
OPAL JERK
113184 JE 1801 180 cm / 6 ft 2 94 cm 70 g 49 - 80 g 196 g 9 194,95 €
113196 JE 2102 190 cm / 6,2 ft 2 99 cm 100 g 82 - 121 g 215 g 9 199,95 €
OPAL VERTICAL M
113212 VT 2002 200 cm / 6,5 ft 2 104 cm 30 g 13 - 37 g 201 g 10 199,95 €
113202 VT 2012 (Cast) 200 cm / 6,5 ft 2 104 cm 30 g 13 - 37 g 203 g 12 199,95 €
OPAL VERTICAL L
113190 VT 1902 190 cm / 6,2 ft 2 99 cm 19 g 11 - 24 g 171 g 9 189,95 €
113191 VT 1912 (Cast) 190 cm / 6,2 ft 2 99 cm 19 g 11 - 24 g 182 g 11 189,95 €

Video of  
OPAL JERK 

Video of   
OPAL VERTICAL

OPAL DROPSHOT

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



Fuji-Reel seat Fuji Alconite-Guides
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10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

Reduced weight for better  
performance and dynamics

These brand new Opal rods received a lot more than just a face-lift. 

Using a brand new resin and surface refinement we managed to reduce the 

rods weight a lot. This weight reduction is supported by the latest development in Fuji 

reel-seats improving the rods action and sensitivity especially in the handle section.  

Contact is much better now and one can perfectly feel and control 

every movement of the bait. No matter if you’re fishing lakes, currents 

or tricky environments, these rods perform and deliver. Look at them and fish 

them – there are things one can not describe! 

OPAL VERTICAL
These highly sensitivity rods are ideal for boat fishing 

with modern plastic baits or, for example, as Fireball 

rigs, performing perfectly when close to the bottom.  

The rods are equipped with a highly sensitive tip, 

which betray even timid fish, as well as allowing them 

to easily suck in the bait. The slim but powerful se-

mi-parabolic blank is characterised by its speed and 

lightness, while the rod’s powerful action makes for 

confident and firm control over the fish on the hook. 

Opal Vertical rods are available in 1.90m with 19g cas-

ting weight and in 2.00m with 30g casting weight.   

OPAL DROPSHOT
These new Dropshot rods have been developed 

especially for fishing with modern artificial baits. The 

S-T-S full-carbon tip provides perfect bait guidance 

and allows fish to suck the bait in with e ase. The 

powerful backbone rapidly causes the fish to tire, 

giving full control over even the biggest ‘customers’. 

The slimline blank, in conjunction with the new FUJI 

TVS reel seat (in carbon optic) transfers every bite 

straight back to the hand section. The FUJI Alconite 

guides ensure the line glides smoothly and free of 

friction for really long casts. 

OPAL JERK
The new two-part, high-performance Jerk rods have 

been designed especially for big fish. When it came to 

developing these rods, SPORTEX focused in particular 

on a slim, lightweight blank that would nevertheless 

retain a lot of strength. The fast, hard rod tip allows 

for lively, controlled strikes with large and smaller jerk 

baits. The sensitive blank conveys even the most timid 

bite into the hand section, while the powerful backbone 

keeps the hook firmly in place when bringing the fish up 

and playing it in. The optimised balance weights integ-

rated into the grip guarantee tireless casting, and let the 

rod sit comfortably in the hand. 
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs . Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
CARBOFLEX CLASS-X
115210 CX2100 210 7 2 109 cm 10 g 4 - 15 g 119 g 8  114,95 € 
115211 CX2101 210 7 2 109 cm 20 g 11 - 27 g 135 g 8  119,95 € 
115239 CX2400 240 8 2 124 cm 10 g 3 - 16 g 136 g 8  122,95 € 
115240 CX2401 240 8 2 124 cm 20 g 12 - 28 g 156 g 8  126,95 € 
115242 CX2402 240 8 2 124 cm 40 g 21 - 49 g 162 g 8  129,95 € 
115243 CX2403 240 8 2 124 cm 60 g 23 - 71 g 172 g 8  134,95 € 
115282 CX2702 270 9 2 139 cm 40 g 21 - 51 g 185 g 8  134,95 € 
115283 CX2703 270 9 2 139 cm 60 g 24 - 72 g 195 g 8  139,95 € 
115284 CX2704 270 9 2 139 cm 80 g 41 - 93 g 287 g 8  152,95 € 
115303 CX3003 310 10 2 159 cm 60 g 27 - 73 g 212 g 9  162,95 € 
115304 CX3004 310 10 2 159 cm 80 g 41 - 94 g 311 g 9  169,95 € 
115311 CX3152 310 10 2 159 cm 40 g 33 - 54 g 211 g 9  159,95 € 
CARBOFLEX CLASS-X SEATROUT
115310 CX3151 315 10,5 2 30 g 11-38 g 211 g 10  164,95 € 

 CARBOFLEX CLASSX
Video of  
CARBOFLEX CLASSX

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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In classic style but with a sporty edge demonstrating true SPORTEX 

heritage, our new Carboflex ClassX Series is all set for the new season.  

With a newly-developed blank, the series is both extremely fast and 

tough. The classic SPORTEX semi-parabolic action means these rods 

are the perfect tools for the modern predator angler. Key features  

include a powerful action, no delay in the response, accurate 

casting, perfect bait delivery and a highly sensitive reaction to 

bites – all of which guarantee you will catch more fish, more 

often. The Carboflex ClassX series is fitted with top-quality cork 

handles, SIC guides and a DPS reel seat. 

Classic and sporty

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSIICC
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 BLACK PEARL

Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
BLACK PEARL
152180 BR 1810 180 cm / 6 ft 2 94 cm 10 g 4 - 15 g 115 g 8 99,95 € 
152191 BR 1901 (Cast) 190 cm / 6,2 ft 2 99 cm 20 g 14 - 29 g 122 g 9 104,95 € 
152210 BR 2100 210 cm / 7 ft 2 109 cm 10 g 5 - 16 g 109 g 9 109,95 € 
152211 BR 2111 210 cm / 7 ft 2 109 cm 20 g 15 - 29 g 137 g 9 114,95 € 
152212 BR 2102 (Cast) 210 cm / 7 ft 2 109 cm 40 g 36 - 49 g 154 g 10 114,95 € 
152240 BR 2400 240 cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 10 g 4 - 16 g 139 g 9 114,95 € 
152241 BR 2411 240 cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 20 g 16 - 28 g 156 g 9 119,95 € 
152242 BR 2412 240 cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 40 g 35 - 49 g 162 g 9 124,95 € 
152243 BR 2413 240 cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 60 g 51 - 69 g 192 g 9 129,95 € 
152244 BR 2414 240 cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 80 g 71 - 89 g 225 g 9 134,95 € 
152248 BR 2418 (Shad) 240 cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 170 g 149 - 205 g 260 g 9 144,95 € 
152271 BR 2711 270 cm / 9 ft 2 139 cm 20 g 16 - 29 g 172 g 9 124,95 € 
152272 BR 2712 270 cm / 9 ft 2 139 cm 40 g 34 - 52 g 171 g 9 134,95 € 
152273 BR 2713 275 cm / 9,2 ft 2 142 cm 60 g 49 - 71 g 208 g 9 139,95 € 
152274 BR 2714 275 cm / 9,2 ft 2 142 cm 80 g 71 - 91 g 237 g 9 146,95 € 
152278 BR 2718 (Shad) 270 cm / 9 ft 2 139 cm 170 g 149 - 205 g 300 g 9 156,95 € 
152302 BR 3012 300 cm / 10 ft 2 155 cm 40 g 35 - 59 g 211 g 9 141,95 € 
152304 BR 3014 300 cm / 10 ft 2 155 cm 80 g 69 - 93 g 282 g 9 149,95 € 
152313 BR 3113 310 cm / 10,5 ft 2 160 cm 60 g 52 - 72 g 275 g 9 145,95 € 

Video of BLACK PEARL 

also available for Baitcast 
reels as “Cast” version.

Travel rod
BLACK PEARL TRAVEL
Please look at page 40/41

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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 With the new development of this series, we are 

sure that we have even succeeded in topping the 

excellent qualities of its illustrious predecessors. 

We have now made the new lightweight and pow-

erful blank, made of high-modulus carbon, even 

faster and even slimmer. The loading properties of 

the blank have also been improved even further, 

with a positive effect on greater casting distances 

(even with lightweight baits).  When it comes to 

sensitivity, there has been another leap forward. 

The new Black Pearl allows for perfect control 

over casting direction, and, when using jig heads 

with soft lures, every ground contact of the lead 

head is transmitted to the hand with its typical  

‘tock’. The powerful backbone, which ensures 

reliable lifting and optimum control of the fish 

while it is being played, makes the Black Pearl 

the ideal companion on the water. The rod series 

is fitted with stable high quality SIC guides, VSS 

reel seat and high quality Duplon handles. Also 

new in the range are baitcasting rods 

(1.90m at 20g casting weight / 2.10m 

at 40g casting weight), and special 

5-part Travel-Spin rods (2.70m with 

60g and 80g casting weights; see page 

102–103). For heavy-duty fishing with 

large shads, there are the Black Pearl Shad 

rods in 2.4m and 2.7m with a casting weight 

of 170g, which are also ideal for spin fishing for 

catfish.

The name SPORTEX Black Pearl is a byword among anglers the world  
over when it comes to successful fishing for predatory fish.

VSS-Real seat

ra fa

FAST

ACT I ON
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
SALMON DE LUXE TRAVEL
121274 SL2704 270cm 9 4 73 cm 80 g 51-98 g 251 g 8 249,95 € 
121305 SL3005 300cm 10 4 80 cm 100 g 57-119 g 310 g 9 279,95 € 
AVON DE LUXE
108305 AL3005 300 10 2 155 cm 100 g 72-121 g on demand 7 329,95 € 
108325 AL3205 325 10,5 2 167 cm 100 g 71-119 g on demand 7 349,95 € 
HUCHEN DE LUXE
108247 HD 2458 240 cm 8 2 124 cm 150 g 88 - 182 g 244 g 6 219,95 € 
108277 HD 2758 270 cm 9 2 139 cm 150 g 88 - 182 g 265 g 6 239,95 € 

 DE LUXE RODS
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
SALMON DE LUXE TRAVEL
121274 SL2704 270cm 9 4 73 cm 80 g 51-98 g 251 g 8 249,95 € 
121305 SL3005 300cm 10 4 80 cm 100 g 57-119 g 310 g 9 279,95 € 
AVON DE LUXE
108305 AL3005 300

SALMON DE LUXE

AVON DE LUXE

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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Huchen de Luxe –  
extra-large 16‘ flanged tip 

guide against icing and 
 line abrasion

Huchen de Luxe –  
extra-large 16‘ flanged tip 

guide against icing and 
 line abrasion

Salmon de Luxe
A new four-section giant salmon rod, complete 

with tried and trusted SPORTEX HT cross-winding 

technology.

The blank is made of several parts, but high-

modulus carbon gives it the strength to deal with 

any salmon or taimen.   

Thanks to its semi-parabolic action, the Salmon de 

Luxe has plenty of power in reserve to confidently 

bring even bigger fish out of the current and into 

the landing net. This all-rounder, with its typical 

fast SPORTEX action, can be used for spin fishing 

as well as bottom fishing.  

The rods come with durable SIC guides,  DPS reel 

seats and high quality natural cork handles. 

Avon de Luxe
This new series of rods is great for all-round float 

and bottom fishing. Avon rods are intended for use 

in still and running water, for predator and prey fish 

alike. They offer excellent performance when after 

pike or zander with dead baits, or when fishing 

with fixed lead rigs or swim feeders for feisty 

barbel. The almost parabolic blank has a powerful 

backbone and a sensitive fast tip, which makes for 

a penetrating strike and secure hooking.  

The rods come with a natural cork handle, FUJI DPS 

reel seats, stable SIC guides and aluminium hoods.   

A rod series for anyone looking for maximum 

flexibility on the water.

Huchen de Luxe
The challenge when it came to 

developing this rod was how to 

improve something that was already 

close to perfect. By working closely with 

a number of fanatic Huchen professionals,  

and using new material combinations, 

we succeeded in creating an extremely light 

and powerful rod, unlike anything else on the 

market. Our trusted high-tech HT-Cross-Winding  

technology gives the rod phenomenally fast 

reset capacity for long precise casts, as well as a 

powerful backbone to keep direct contact with the 

fish at all times. The rigid allows to precisely control 

the lure and powerfully set the hook to safely land 

the fish. You can feel the superb balance of the rod 

in your hand, which means cast after cast without 

any tiredness.

High 
Modulus
CARBON

HT
CROSS
Winding

EXTRA FAST

ACT I ON

HUCHEN DE LUXE
Video of  

De Luxe Rods

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSIICCCC



 KEVLAR

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
KEV PIKE
121270 SP 2755 275 cm 9 2 145 cm 80 g 40 - 80 g 225 g 7 349,00 € 
121300 SP 3055 300 cm 9,8 2 160 cm 80 g 40 - 80 g 250 g 8 379,00 € 
KEV SEA SPIN
121290 SP 2756 275 cm 8,9 2 145 cm 100 g 80 - 110 g 260 g 7 379,00 €
121310 SP 3056 300 cm 9,8 2 160 cm 100 g 80 - 110 g 270 g 8 385,00 €

These high-quality, almost unbreakable rods have been synonymous for 

years with lightness, stability and strength. Thanks to over 30 years of 

 experience in the building of Kevlar rods, with this rod series we were able 

to optimally combine the lightness and breaking strength of Kevlar with 

the resilience and rigidity of carbon fibres. This material mix is made up of  

50% Kevlar and 50% high-quality HM carbon fibres and makes for extremely 

light blanks with a strong spine. The organic action curve from the butt to the 

tip provides accurate casting and controlled playing with the fish, both close  

at hand and further away. The special feature of this rod series is theex-

treme conductibility of movement impulses. Its fittings with the finestcork,  

Fuji SIC guides as well as Fuji reel seats make this rod a highlight for every 

set of angling equipment.

KEV PIKE
Are you looking for the best rod for spin fishing for pike? The perfectly bal-

anced blanks have a strong, flexible spine with an active tip which reports 

each bite instantly and sets the hook in a flash. Due to their typical action 

for SPORTEX Kevlar, they can cast light to heavy soft baits, as well as heavy 

spoons and lures. These rods are also ideally suited to troll for pike. 

KEV SEA SPIN
reated for heavy predator fish and light pilk angling with lengths of  

270 cm and 300 cm and a casting weight of 100 grammes, they are perfect 

for the hunt for large pike, cod and large salmon. Whether for light pilk 

fishing in the Baltic Sea or angling for predatory fish with heavy bait at 

the bottom, the Kev Spin is your choice. Design formats: length 275 and  

300 cm ,  Casting weight: 100 g

SPORTEX Balance System  
S·B·S with adjustable weight 
for individual comfort

New FUJI reel seat for excellent, 
throughout rod action

MEDIUM FAST

ACT I ON
r excellent, 

ughout rod action

ACA T I ON

These high-quality, 

years w

Thes

The power combination made from KEVLAR  
and carbon. For even more strength and reliability.
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10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
YOUNGSTAR
151151 CR 1512 150 cm 5 2 79 cm 20 g 10 - 30 g 90 g 7 79,95 €

The new, modern SPORTEX rod for the up-and coming generation  

of spinning enthusiasts. This rod has been  developed 

especially for children, with all the components adapt-

ed especially to the needs of the “little angler”. For 

easier handling of the rod, the length of the rear 

part of the handle has been deliberately shortened,  

and a smaller reel seat incorporated. To make the blank 

more insensitive to impact, the HM Carbon  material 

 contains a small proportion of glass fibres. Like  other 

Sportex models, the rod is characterised by lightness and 

speed. The blank has enough power reserves to bring 

bigger fish safely to the net, while the tough SIC guides 

provide for optimum heat dispersion and long casts.  

Of course, these rods can also be used by “bigger anglers”  

for perch, trout and other species.

The new, modern SPORTEX rod for the up-and coming generation 

of spinning enthusiasts. This rod has been developed 

especially for children, with all the components adapt-

ed especially to the needs of the “little angler”. For 

easier handling of the rod, the length of the

part of the handle has been

and a small

contains a small proportion of glass fibres. Like other

Sportex models, the rod is characterised by ligh

speed. The blank has enou

bigger fi

The „first“ for the younger generation

Video of 
YOUNGSTAR 

Perfect rod size for kids:
Extra short handle and  
a slightly smaller reel seat.

ra fa

FAST

ACT I ON
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 YOUNGSTAR

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSSIICC

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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 SPINN TRAVEL RODS

BLACK PEARL TRAVEL
The ideal rods in case of very limited space. 

With 5 sections, it is perfect for any rucksack or suitcase 

and shows a great performance as well as great power 

reserves while spin- or bottom fishing.

The action is very harmonic and guarantees a lot of  

fun at rivers, lakes or sea. It comes in a quality hard case 

cordura tube!

Both models are available in 2,70 m with 60 g or 80 g 

casting weight.

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
BLACK PEARL TRAVEL
152277 BR 2717 270 9 5 62 cm 60 g 47 – 71 g 228 g 9 146,95 € 
152279 BR 2719 270 9 5 62 cm 80 g 71 – 95 g 237 g 9 159,95 € 
NOVA TRAVEL
113251 PT2411 (4-tlg. Travel) 240 8 4 65 cm 20 g 11 – 31 g 156 g 8 159,95 € 
113252 PT2412 (4-tlg. Travel) 240 8 4 65 cm 40 g 14 – 51 g 158 g 8 164,95 € 
SALMON DE LUXE TRAVEL
121274 SL2704 270 9 4 73 cm 80 g 51 – 98 g 251 g 8 249,95 € 
121305 SL3005 300 10 4 80 cm 100 g 57 – 119 g 310 g 9 279,95 € 
CARAT SPECIAL XT TRAVEL
120294 CS3034 (5-tlg. Travel) 300 9,9 / 8 5 66 cm 50 g 23 – 65 g 207 g 11 299,95 € 
120295 CS3035 (5-tlg. Travel) 300 9,9 / 8 5 66 cm 70 g 36 – 87 g 227 g 11 319,95 € 

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer

BLACK PEARL TRAVEL

with hard  
case bag!

with hard  
case bag!

NOVA TRAVEL



NOVA TRAVEL
Four-part travelling rod for your fishing holiday 

or alternatively for carrying on a two-wheeler 

to your favourite local fishing spot.

The Nova Travel is a fast all-round rod, for 

lightweight to medium fishing with artificial 

and natural baits. The rod has a semi-parabolic 

action, ensuring optimum force distribution 

over the entire blank and allowing for really 

excellent casting distances.

The rods are available in a length of 240cm, 

with a casting weight of 20g or 40g.

SALMON DE LUXE TRAVEL
A new four-section giant salmon rod, complete 

with tried and trusted SPORTEX HT cross-

winding technology.

The blank is made of several parts, but high-

modulus carbon gives it the strength to deal 

with any salmon or taimen. 

Further information on SALMON DE LUXE can 

be found on page 36.

CARAT SPECIAL XT  
TRAVEL
These short-sectioned travel rods are the 

perfect companion for your travel plans.

The clue: The Carat travel rods can be fished 

in two length – 2,40 m with 4 sections and 

3,00m with 5 sections! This great feature – 

for example using from shore and boat – has 

no influence on the remarkable action of the 

blank.

Whether abroad or at home, this rod offers you 

the best for every situation. Using the Helicore- 

Blank technology, the rod has great power 

reserves to reliably reel in unexpected big 

catches.

The CARAT Travel is available in 50 g and 70 g 

casting weights. 
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CARAT SPECIAL XT TRAVEL

with hard  
case bag!

SALMON DE LUXE TRAVEL



CARP RODS



F.B.C. CARP
BRILLANT CARP

INTENSE CARP

MORION

PARAGON CARP

COMPETITION CARP
D.N.A. CARP

CATAPULT CARP

PURISTA

Flex of Sportex carp rods

Bending rod test: 

To visualise the character of each of our rods all blanks are precisely positioned in a 

 measuring device and stress-tested with a uniform weight.

The resulting images are digitally rendered onto a standardised diagram to show the actual 

flex of each rod. Note that this diagram displays the individual flex of a rod series but not its 

action (fast, medium fast etc).

Test conditions:   Rod length 12 ft 

 Cast 2,75 lbs 

 Bending tip with a weight of 500 g



 INTENSE CARP
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DPS-double-reelseat
for excellent balance

DPS-double-reelseat
for excellent balance

Guide sizes INTENSE CARP

121216203040

161620253050

 
2,75 – 3,25 lbs.

 
3,50 lbs.Video of 

Intense Carp 

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
INTENSE CARP
131270 Intense Carp 12" 2,75 lbs. 366 12 2 188 cm 2,75 lbs. – 286 g 6 799,00 € 
131300 Intense Carp 12" 3,00 lbs. 366 12 2 188 cm 3,00 lbs. – 323 g 6 849,00 € 
131320 Intense Carp 12" 3,25 lbs. 366 12 2 188 cm 3,25 lbs. – 315 g 6 899,00 € 
131350 Intense Carp 13" 3,50 lbs. 396 13 2 203 cm 3,50 lbs. – 403 g 6 949,00 € 

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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Exclusive ghost-design surface
Depending on light exposure,  

the X5-Cross carbon material is  
changing visibility.

t-design surfaceExclusive ghost
light exposure,  Depending on l
rbon material is  the X5-Cross ca
visibility.changing 

Helicore® Blank

T800
 Carbon

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

variable Fuji-Reel seat

SIC 
guides
SSSIICCC10 YEAR

Blank Guarantee

The new flagship in the SPORTEX Carp fleet!
Looking at the blank, the first thing you notice is the newly developed and 

unique X5 cross-carbon material in the Ghost design. Depending on how 

the light falls on the blank, this is visible or invisible. The special braiding 

of the individual carbon fibres gives this blank about 25% more strength 

and stability in relation to comparable blanks. The special epoxy resin with 

 extremely fine nanoparticles also increases the speed of the blank as well as 

making it lighter. These hugely advantageous characteristics are particularly 

noticeable when casting. The blank is the ultimate loading machine and fires 

the rig precisely into the feeding area over long distances and at enormous 

speed.

The combination of a ‘softer’ tip and a powerful backbone 

makes for optimum control when playing a fish. The Intense 

Carp fittings include a FUJI DPS double-hood reel seat, which makes for a 

better balanced rod by allowing the reel to be positioned further forwards, 

or, if the need arises, further back. The FUJI SIC K long-cast guides boast an 

anti-tangle design for perfectly smooth line running.   

The exclusive surface design of the rod perfectly rounds off its stylish 

 appearance. 



Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
PURISTA
130250 Purista 12’  2,50 lbs. 366 12 2 187 cm 2,50 lbs. – 308 g 6 385,00 € 
130270 Purista 12’  2,75 lbs. 366 12 2 187 cm 2,75 lbs. – 311 g 6 399,00 € 
130300 Purista 12’  3,00 lbs. 366 12 2 187 cm 3,00 lbs. – 334 g 6 419,00 € 
130370 Purista 13’  3,75 lbs 396 13 2 203 cm 3,75 lbs. – 390 g 6 465,00 € 
PURISTA STALKER
130310 Purista Stalker 10" 3,00lbs., Cork handle 307 10 2 157 cm 3,00 lbs. – 235 g 7 339,95 € 
130330 Purista Stalker 11" 2,75lbs., Cork handle 337 11 2 172 cm 2,75 lbs. – 252 g 7 359,95 € 
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Optimum strength distribution,  
full power!

The lacquered 1K mesh surface 
 

Video of PURISTA

The lacquered 1K mesh surface 

PURISTA

PURISTA STALKER

 PURISTA

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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CARBONCARBRRBOONN

PURISTA
Let‘s cast! The Purista is another advanced development in casting 

 machines from SPORTEX. This series uses a dynamic blank made from 

the best high  modulus carbon fibre. It has fantastic tensile strength and 

unbeatable  properties such as perfect loading behaviour, rapid  reset 

 capacity and a powerful backbone, which combine to land the lead 

and bait right on target even at long distances. With these rods, cast-

ing is nothing but fun! And thanks to the optimum force distribution over 

the entire blank, there is always enough power available to guide even 

the biggest catches safely to the net. The lacquered 1K mesh surface  

finish, in combination with the slim FUJI TVS reel seat, gives the rod that  

special purist look.

PURISTA STALKER
We had so many enquiries about shorter rods in the 

Purista series, we decided to create two new Stalker 

 versions.

Of course, we use the same blank for the Stalker models, and 

the same fittings as for the 12ft and 13ft models. The only change 

has been replacing the Duplon split handle with a full cork handle. 

The rods are ideally suited for accuracy from a boat, making them perfect 

for anglers who like getting out and about on the water or fishing in very 

tight spaces. The special damping qualities of the rod tire fish rapidly, as 

well as reducing the number of getaways.

 

Fuji TVS-Reel seat

MEDIUM FAST

ACT I ON
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121216202530

Guide sizes PURISTA STALKER

161620304050

Guide sizes PURISTAGuide sizes PURISTA

SIC 
guides
SSSIICCCC10 YEAR

Blank Guarantee
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Art.-No. Model Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
FBC CARP
141270 366 cm 12 2 195 cm 2,75 lb – 315 g 6 334,95 € 
141300 380 cm 12,5 2 195 cm 3,00 lb – 349 g 6 364,95 € 
141320 380 cm 12,5 2 195 cm 3,25 lb – 347 g 6 389,95 € 
141350 396 cm 13 2 203 cm 3,50 lb – 425 g 6 404,95 € 
FBC STALKER
141301 300 cm 10 2 155 cm 3,00 lb – 267 g 7 304,95 € 
141330 330 cm 11 2 172 cm 2,75 lb – 282 g 7 329,95 € 

 FBC

Art.-No. Model Length ft
FBC CARP

FBC Stalker

FBC Carp

Video of FBC Carp 

121216203040

Guide sizes FBC Stalker

161620253050

Guide sizes FBC Carp

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



The extremely successful and popular ‘old’ FBC series of rods have caught 

thousands of carp all over the world, but now it’s time to give them a 

complete upgrade. Certainly a rod like this carries obligations, and that’s 

why the new FBC Carp rods are so impressive with their elegant finish and 

enormous action, which they draw from our pioneering new Helicore blank 

on a nano base. When the blank is manufactured, a special resin is used, 

which is mixed with minute nanoparticles. These tiny particles bond the 

carbon fibres almost entirely free of any gaps, which leads to an almost 

30% higher loading capacity of the blank. This blank technology has 

previously only been used among SPORTEX carp rods in the ONE Series. 

The perfect loading properties of the lightweight blank allow for 

long, precise casts, which means that even spots at long distances 

can be reached with minimal effort. As well as this, the Helicore blank 

has extremely good damping properties, which help to reduce loss of 

fishover the last few metres of play. The progressive power transmission 

of the semi-parabolic blank gives the rod more than enough power to 

keep the fish away from obstacles and cause it to tire rapidly when being 

played.

All FBC models are provided with a very light but stable reel seat made of 

aluminium, top-quality SIC guides and slim Duplon handles.

A new era begins!

high-quality 
SIC-Guides

MEDIUM FAST

ACT I ON
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 MORION ST

50

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
MORION CARP ST
142275 Morion 12" 2,75 lbs. 365 12 2 187 cm 2,75 lbs.  – 311 g 6  294,95 € 
142320 Morion 12" 3,00 lbs. 365 12 2 187 cm 3,00 lbs.  – 328 g 6  304,95 € 
142325 Morion 12" 3,25 lbs. 365 12 2 187 cm 3,25 lbs.  – 331 g 6  319,95 € 
142355 Morion 13" 3,50 lbs. 395 13 2 203 cm 3,50 lbs.  – 412 g 6  379,95 € 
MORION STALKER
142741 Morion Stalker 10" 2,75 lbs. 300 10 2 157 cm 2,75 lbs.  – 229 g 6  249,95 € 
142742 Morion Stalker 10" 3,00 lbs. 300 10 2 157 cm 3,00 lbs.  – 242 g 6  259,95 € 
142751 Morion Stalker 11" 2,75 lbs. 330 11 2 172 cm 2,75 lbs.  – 247 g 6  279,95 € 

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft
MORION CARP ST
142275 Morion 12" 2 75 lbs

with MORION ST rods, you are well  
prepared at every water!

MORION ST

fine CrossWinding 
Blank

Video of  
MORION ST

RION ST

MORION ST STALKER

Guide sizes MORION ST

161620304050

121620253040

 
2,75 – 3,5 lbs.

 
3,50 lbs.

Guide sizes MORION ST Stalker

101216202530

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



MORION ST

One of the most popular carp rods in our range has had a total  makeover. 

Like its predecessor, the new Morion is built on a beautiful, slim and  lightning 

fast blank. The tried and trusted SPORTEX HT-Cross Winding technology 

also makes the blank even tougher and gives it a really powerful action. 

Thanks to the excellent casting and damping characteristics of this  newly-

developed blank, long casts, right where you want them, are no  problem. 

And the chances of fish getting away when being played are minimal.  

The new Morion Carp is the best weapon for any body of water. 

MORION ST STALKER

The Morion Stalker is built on the same blank as 

the Morion Carp, but has a slim cork handle 

instead of Duplon. The rod lengths have been 

adjusted so that you can fish with no trouble 

at all in restricted spaces or from a boat – and 

with the best possible results. Despite being short, the Morion 

Stalker allows for excellent casting and deploys its full power to rapidly 

tire a fighting carp. 

MORION ST

One of the most popular carp rods in our range has had a total 

Like its predecessor, the new Morion is built on a

fast blank. The tried and

also m

MORIO

MEDIUM FAST

ACT I ON
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
D.N.A. CARP STALKER
145310 D.N.A Carp Stalker 10" 3,00 lbs. (Cork handle) 307 10 2 157 cm 3,00 lbs. – 247 g 7 254,95 € 
145330 D.N.A Carp Stalker 11" 2,75 lbs. (Cork handle) 337 11 2 173 cm 2,75 lbs. – 265 g 7 269,95 € 
D.N.A. CARP
145275 D.N.A Carp  12" 2,75 lbs. (EVA handle) 366 12 2 188 cm 2,75 lbs. – 295 g 6 259,95 € 
145300 D.N.A Carp  12" 3,00 lbs. (EVA handle) 366 12 2 188 cm 3,00 lbs. – 323 g 6 269,95 € 
145325 D.N.A Carp  12" 3,25 lbs. (EVA handle) 366 12 2 188 cm 3,25 lbs. – 335 g 6 279,95 € 
145375 D.N.A Carp  13" 3,75 lbs. (EVA handle) 396 13 2 203 cm 3,75 lbs. – 395 g 6 314,95 € 
145276 D.N.A Carp  Classic 12" 2,75 lbs. (Cork handle) 366 12 2 188 cm 2,75 lbs. – 305 g 6 289,95 € 
145306 D.N.A Carp  Classic 12" 3,00 lbs. (Cork handle) 366 12 2 188 cm 3,00 lbs. – 333 g 6 299,95 € 
145326 D.N.A Carp  Classic 12" 3,25 lbs. (Cork handle) 366 12 2 188 cm 3,25 lbs. – 345 g 6 309,95 € 
D.N.A. CARP SPOD
145396 D.N.A Carp  Spod 13" 5,5 lbs. (EVA handle) 396 13 2 203 cm 5,50 lbs. – 503 g 6 329,95 € 

 D.N.A. CARP
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Video of D.N.A. CARP

D.N.A. CARP STALKER

D.N.A. CARPD.N.A. CARP

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



Our newly developed rod series for anglers  
with carping in their genes.
For the blank of the DNA Carp, we have used Japanese high-performance 

carbon, which gives the rods an enormously fast reset capacity, meaning 

excellent casting distances with absolute precision. 

The semi-parabolic action with progressive force distribution always 

provides the power needed, even when playing the biggest fish in the 

most testing situations. Of course, the rods also have very good shock 

absorption, which provides a buffer against fast attempts to get away and 

minimises lost fish. 

The DNA series come with FUJI long-cast K-rings, which prevent any tangling 

of the line around the guides, and a FUJI DPS reel seat. DNA Carp rods are 

available either with a ‘shrink wrap’ split handle, or, for fans of classic 

design, a full cork handle.

A matt 1K mesh surface finish gives the rods an extra touch of elegance on 

the rod pod.
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High 
Modulus
CARBON

MEDIUM FAST

ACT I ON
Fuji R/S-Reel seat

Guide sizes D.N.A. CARP

121216203040

 
2,75 – 3,25 lbs.

161620253040

 
3,75 lbs.

Guide sizes D.N.A. CARP STALKER

121216203040

 
2,75 – 3,00 lbs.

161620304050

 
5,5 lbs.

Guide sizes D.N.A. CARP SPOD

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

original Fuji SIC guides

SIC 
guides
SSSICCCC
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 PARAGON CARP 

Old school meets modern.

PARAGON CARP

PARAGON CARP ”OLD SCHOOL“

Guide sizes PARAGON CARP

121216203040

 
2,75 – 3,25 lbs.

340

161620253040

 
3,75 lbs.

253040

161620304050

 
5,75 lbs.

PAARAGON CARP

Guide sizes PARAGON 

121216200 200

Old school meets modern.

PARAGON CARP

P ”OLD SCHOOL“

CARP

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
PARAGON CARP „OLD SCHOOL“
132271 Paragon Carp Classic 12" 2,75lbs (Cork split handle) 366 12 2 187 2,75lbs.  - - 276 g 6 169,95 € 
132301 Paragon Carp Classic 12" 3,00lbs (Cork split handle) 366 12 2 187 3,00lbs.  - - 267 g 6 184,95 € 
PARAGON CARP
132270 Paragon Carp  12" 2,75lbs 366 12 2 187 2,75lbs.  - - 291 g 6 159,95 € 
132300 Paragon Carp  12" 3,00lbs 366 12 2 187 3,00lbs.  - - 286 g 6 179,95 € 
132320 Paragon Carp  12" 3,25lbs 366 12 2 187 3,25lbs.  - - 305 g 6 189,95 € 
132350 Paragon Carp  13" 3,75lbs 396 13 2 203 3,75lbs.  - - 367 g 6 199,95 € 
PARAGON CARP SPOD
132570 Paragon Carp Spod 13" 5,75lbs 396 13 2 203 5,75lbs.  - - 474 g 6 229,95 € 
PARAGON CARP FLOAT
132175 Paragon Carp Float 12" 1,75lbs (Cork split handle) 366 12 2 187 1,75lbs.  - - 236 g 8 159,95 € 
132200 Paragon Carp Float 13" 2,00lbs (Cork split handle) 396 13 2 203 2,00lbs.  - - 254 g 8 169,95 € 

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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Video of  
PARAGON CARP 
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Video of  
PARAGON CARP 
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Paragon Carp
Our new Paragon Carp series comes with a 

classic parabolic rod action. The blank, boasting 

our tried and trusted SPORTEX HT cross-winding 

technology, provides perfect feel, right into the 

handle, and makes for fantastic fun when playing 

a tough fighter.

Other noteworthy features are the excellent 

shock absorbing properties, which mean that the 

risk of a fish slipping away at the landing net is 

very slight. The Paragon Carp also handles wild 

thrashing movements with ease, buffering them 

very effectively. 

Paragon Carp  
”Old School“
Rods with the same blank and action as the 

Paragon Carp. ‘Old School’ rods differ only in 

having cork handles.

Paragon Float
The new Paragon Float rods are ideally suited for 

fishing with floats or bread scraps, particularly in 

summer when the carp like coming to the surface.

Paragon Spod
A powerful spod rod for the precise 

delivery of large bait-filled rockets. 

Thanks to the very good loading 

properties of the blank, the Paragon 

Spod places the spod mix right on 

target at long distances, without 

any great effort. The perfect rod 

for waters where boats cannot be 

used for feeding. 

The rod also has a 50 start guide and a 

20mm DPS reel seat for seating large reels 

easily.



 CATAPULT
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Video of CATAPULT 

CATAPULT CARP

Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
CATAPULT STALKER
143330 Catapult Stalker 300 cm / 10 ft 2 156 cm 3,00 lb – 245 g 7 162,95 € 
143331 Catapult Stalker 330 cm / 11 ft 2 172 cm 3,00 lb – 255 g 7 172,95 € 
CATAPULT BOAT
143290 Catapult Boat 282 cm / 9,2 ft 2 143 cm 3,00 lb – 213 g 7 162,95 € 
143291 Catapult Boat 282 cm / 9,2 ft 2 143 cm 3,50 lb – 258 g 7 172,95 € 
CATAPULT MARKER
143553 Catapult Marker 385 cm / 12,6 ft 2 195 cm 4,25 lb – 400 g 6 224,95 € 
CATAPULT CARP
143270 Catapult Carp 365 cm / 12 ft 2 187 cm 2,75 lb – 285 g 6 164,95 € 
143301 Catapult Carp 365 cm / 12 ft 2 187 cm 3,00 lb – 309 g 6 179,95 € 
143326 Catapult Carp 365 cm / 12 ft 2 187 cm 3,25 lb – 329 g 6 189,95 € 
143370 Catapult Carp 365 cm / 12 ft 2 187 cm 3,75 lb – 379 g 6 199,95 € 
143353 Catapult Carp 395 cm / 13 ft 2 203 cm 3,75 lb – 392 g 6 219,95 € 
CATAPULT SPOD
143551 Catapult Spod 395 cm / 13 ft 2 203 cm 5,50 lb – 432 g 6 229,95 € 
143559 Catapult Spod 395 cm / 13 ft 2 203 cm 8,00 lb – 492 g 6 239,95 € 

CATAPULT BOAT

CATAPULT SPOD

CATAPULT CARP

Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
CATAPULT STALKER
143330 Catapult Stalker 300 cm / 10 ft 2 156 cm 3,00 lb – 245 g
143331 Catapult Stalker 330 cm / 11 ft 2 172
CATAPULT BOAT

CATAPULT SPOD

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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CATAPULT CARP
The focus in the development of the Catapult Carp 

Series was placed firmly on longer casting distances. 

The high-modulus carbon material used now makes 

the new blank even slimmer and faster. During cast-

ing, the improved loading characteristics of the blank 

help to catapult the rig over even greater distances. 

The rods naturally have all the strength in the back-

bone needed to tire the fish rapidly, and sufficient 

damping characteristics to reduce loss of fish. They 

are fitted with a FUJI reel seat and high quality SIC 

guides, as well as very fine, slim and durable ‘Shrink’ 

Duplon handles on the hand section. 

CATAPULT SPOD
To keep the fish in the swim, it’s important to feed 

them regularly. And to enable this to be done at 

substantial distances from the bank, we have 

developed our Spod rods. To achieve the most  

precise and long-distance casts without major effort, 

the rods have excellent loading properties and are 

fitted with large high quality SIC guides (50 mm butt 

guide). This means that the line can glide through the 

guides when casting without any significant friction. 

The Catapult Spod models come in 13ft lengths, at 

5.5lbs and 8lbs.  The Catapult Spod at 8lbs has been 

particularly designed to deliver substantial quanti-

ties of feed at long distances (such as with the large 

Spomb). During casting tests with conventional feed 

rockets, this rod achieved casting distances of more 

than 150 metres. 

CATAPULT MARKER
This rod is exactly what you need to help learn about 

the riverbed or lake bed. This is a real advantage, es-

pecially on waters where boats are not permitted. The 

large SIC guide arrangement (50mm butt guide) and 

the optimised loading behaviour of the rod allow for 

long, precise casts with the sensor weight and marker.  

The blank, with its extreme sensitivity, conveys  

information about the contours and condition of the 

bottom. A sliding rubber ring allows for an individual 

measurement length to be adjusted, so as to be able 

to determine the depth of the water more easily.

CATAPULT STALKER
The Catapult Stalker rods have the same blank and fit-

tings as our Catapult Carp series, but they have been 

specially designed for use when space is restricted. 

For this reason the length and the action of the rods 

have been adapted so as to enhance the excellent 

damping properties of the blank even further. This en-

sures that the blank can be relied upon every time to 

absorb the effects of the carp fighting back, which can 

be extremely stressful, especially over short distances.

CATAPULT BOAT
With a length of only 9.2ft. at 3 lbs or 3.5lbs, these rods 

are ideally suited for carp fishing from a boat. When it 

comes to casting rigs or getting a hooked fish into the 

landing net, the advantages of the shorter length soon 

become very obvious – and very welcome. Thanks to 

the semi-parabolic action of the blank, there is always 

enough power in the backbone of the rod to tire even 

the strongest fish, and do it fast. The Catapult Boat se-

ries also has a FUJI DPS reel seat, top quality SIC guides, 

and a continuous ‘Shrink’ Duplon handle on the handle.
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 COMPETITION CARP

COMPETITION CARP NT 
STALKER

COMPETITION CARP NT

Video of  
COMPETITION CARP NT

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
COMPETITION STALKER
144103 Competition Stalker 10"  3,00 lbs. 300 10 2 157 cm 3,00 lbs.  – 237 g 6  99,95 € 
144112 Competition Stalker 11"  2,75 lbs. 330 11 2 171 cm 2,75 lbs.  – 247 g 6  114,95 € 
COMPETITION CARP
144277 Competition Carp 12"  2,75 lbs. 365 12 2 187 cm 2,75 lbs.  – 284 g 6  119,95 € 
144302 Competition Carp 12"  3,00 lbs. 365 12 2 187 cm 3,00 lbs.  – 296 g 6  129,95 € 
144326 Competition Carp 12"  3,25 lbs. 365 12 2 187 cm 3,25 lbs.  – 312 g 6  139,95 € 
144350 Competition Carp 12"  3,50 lbs. 365 12 2 187 cm 3,50 lbs.  – 321 g 6  149,95 € 
144375 Competition Carp 13"  3,75 lbs. 396 13 2 203 cm 3,75 lbs.  – 394 g 6  159,95 € 
COMPETITION CARP 3-TEILIG
144312 Competition Carp 12"  3,00 lbs. 365 12 3 127 cm 3,00 lbs.  – 321 g 6  129,95 € 
144327 Competition Carp 12"  3,25 lbs. 365 12 3 127 cm 3,25 lbs.  – 347 g 6  139,95 € 
COMPETITION SPOD
144500 Competition Spod 13"  5,00 lbs. 396 13 2 203 cm 5,00 lbs.  – 398 g 6  169,95 € 

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
COMPETITION STALKER
144103 Competition Stalker 10"  3,00 lbs. 300 10 2 157 cm 3,00 lbs.  – 237 g 6  99,95 € 
144112 Competition Stalker 11"  2,75 lbs. 330 11 2 171 cm 2,75 lbs.  – 247 g 6  114,95 € 
COMPETITION CARP
144277 Competition Carp 12"  2,75 lbs. 365 12 2 187 cm 2,75 lbs.  – 284 g 6  119,95 € 
144302 Competition Carp 12"  3,00 lbs. 365 12 2 187 cm 3,00 lbs.  – 296 g 6  129,95 € 

12 2 187 cm 3,25 lbs.  – 312 g 6  139,95 € 
g 6 149 95 €

ON CARP NN

MPETITION

T

CARP NT

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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Guide sizes COMPETITION CARP

121620253040
2,75 – 3,50 lbs.
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guides
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COMPETITION CARP NT

This series is for carp anglers on a budget, but has the power and first-class 

fittings to rank it alongside more expensive options.  

The newly developed blank with its semi-parabolic action is designed to 

produce effortlessly long casts. The powerful backbone means that the rod 

can tackle even those big trophy carp, rapidly tiring them during the fight. 

The Competition Carp NT, with its attractive, modern design, comes with 

divided Duplon grips, SIC guides and an ergonomic DPS reel seat. 

COMPETITION CARP NT – 3-teilig

The three-piece Competition Carp NT is ideal for space-saving transportation. 

Whether by bike or by car, there’s always room for this short-sectioned rod. 

COMPETITION CARP NT Stalker

The Stalker versions of the Competition Carp NT are intended  

for use from boats and are also ideal for carp anglers on the 

move – anyone who likes changing their spot in a hurry. The 

blank has excellent damping properties to cushion the fight 

that carp put up when close to the bank, preventing the 

fish from breaking away. 

COMPETITION CARP NT Spod

Here is the perfect rod for casting feed with a spod bomb to reach ‘hot 

spots’ at longer distances. The large SIC guide arrangement (type 50 first 

guide and 16 tip guide) ensure that the line glides smoothly through the guides  

when casting. A 20mm DPS reel seat keeps even big reels safe and secure.  



 BRILLANT CARP V2
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BRILLANT CARP V2 – THE SLIM POWER PACKAGE!

The Brillant Carp set the standards in quality and reliability, so when we came 

to create this new version we focused on making the rod even faster and even 

more powerful. To achieve this, we have used an entirely new high-modulus 

carbon material. During manufacture, the carbon fibres are compressed by 

a special process, which gives them even greater tensile strength. Thanks to 

the use of this high quality carbon material, less epoxy resin is needed, and 

that gives the rod more speed, more flexibility, and, above all, lightness. The 

advantages are obvious: an extremely thin and stable blank; long, precise 

casts; and a powerful action when the fish is being played. The rods are fitted 

with top quality original FUJI SIC long-casting K-guides, which reliably prevent 

the line from getting caught around the guides during casting. The Brillant V2 

also has a specially milled reel seat made of aluminium, with FUJI components.

161620253040

Guide sizes BRILLANT Carp V2

Special look by  

MEDIUM FAST

ACT I ON
Fuji-Reel seat original Fuji SIC-guides gunsmoke

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

Video of  
BRILLANT CARP V2

RRP*
BRILLANT CARP V2

–
–
–
–

BRILLANT

T

k by 

Video of  
BRILLANT CARP V2
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 LANDING NET
LANDING NET
The brand new landing net features frames of 42‘‘ (100cm x 100cm) and 46‘‘ 

(115cm x 115cm) build from extra light weight carbon arms and a break-proof 

spreader block made from tempered, glass reinforced Nylon. The fast drying and 

comfortably soft mesh completes this Sportex like premium set of Carp products.

CARBON-HANDLE FOR LANDING NETS
This 6ft light weight telescopic powerhandle is made from high-grade carbon 

for best performance and stability. Its innovative QuickFix Teleshaft allows you 

to easily extend and shorten the pole for best possible handling from shore, 

boat or when changing the net . The reinforced metal thread (British standard) 

perfectly works with spreader blocks and bait spoons for maximum flexibility 

and reliable operation.

MORION LANDING NET
This 1.8m landing net is made using the same 

carbon material and design as the blank on our much-loved Morion rods. 

It is available either as a one-piece design, or two-piece with a special quick lock 

arrangement. This means that the net can be rapidly taken apart for easy handling, 

for example for use in the boat after landing. The English thread arrangement also 

means that the net can be easily fitted with a scoop, for example.

Carbon-Handle for landing nets

Landing net

MORION landing net handle

RRP*
HANDLE

– – –
– – –

LANDING NETS
– – – – –
– – – – –

MORION LANDING NETS
– – –
– – –

STICKS (TELESCOPIC)
– – – –
– – – –
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Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
TEAM WALLER Z BOJE
109279 TW 2719 275 cm / 9,2 ft 2 143 cm 300 - 600 g – 470 g 7 324,95 € 
109309 TW 3019 305 cm / 10 ft 2 158 cm 300 - 600 g – 546 g 8 334,95 € 
109339 TW 3319 330 cm / 11 ft 2 169 cm 300 - 600 g – 567 g 9 364,95 € 
TEAM WALLER Z SPIN
109256 TW 2516 250 cm / 8,2 ft 2 129 cm 80 - 150 g – 272 g 7 254,95 € 
109276 TW 2716 275 cm / 9,2 ft 2 143 cm 80 - 150 g – 297 g 8 274,95 € 
109277 TW 2717 275 cm / 9,2 ft 2 143 cm 120 - 210 g – 343 g 8 279,95 € 
109306 TW 3016 300 cm / 10 ft 2 155 cm 80 - 150 g – 343 g 9 284,95 € 
109307 TW 3017 300 cm / 10 ft 2 155 cm 120 - 210 g – 366 g 8 284,95 € 
109327 TW 3217 320 cm / 10,5 ft 2 165 cm 120 - 210 g – 390 g 8 294,95 €

TEAM WALLER Z BOJE

TEAM WALLER Z SPINTEAM WALLER Z SPIN

Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft P
TE

TEAM WALLER Z BOJE

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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HT
CROSS
Winding

Universal reel seat for 
fixed spool reels and 

TEAM WALLER Z – BOJE

Introducing our new power rods using HT Cross Winding technology for catfish  

angling in rivers  or lakes, in lengths of 2.75m, 3.05m and 3.30m and a 

 casting weight of 300-600g. The rods have a semi-parabolic action that  really 

demonstrates their strength when playing a fish in water where there are a 

lot of obstructions. The enormously strong backbone can be counted on to 

prevent the fish from settling in behind obstructions, and overcomes even 

the most powerful runs and tail flapping with no trouble at all. And of course, 

it also ensures that strikes will hold, even at substantial  distances, and the 

fish can be brought securely to the bank. The rods come with extra stable 

SIC guides and a universal reel seat for fixed spool reels and  multipliers.

TEAM WALLER Z – SPIN

Whether it’s a soft bait, a blink-

er or a wobbler, with the new TW 

Waller Z Spin you can cast your lures exactly  

where you want them, and at real distances. Thanks 

to the HT Cross Winding technology, these rods are extremely robust, 

light and have a very sensitive tip, which passes the bait’s movement 

and every take right up to your hand. The rods have plenty of power in  

reserve too, so always give you the upper hand all when playing the fish. The 

Z Spin light models are available with a casting weight of 80-150g, and the  

Z Spin version with a casting weight of 120-210g. The lengths of 2.5m to 3.2m 

make this series ideally suited for use from boats as well as from the bank.

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSSIICCCC
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 TEAM WALLER Z 

TEAM WALLER Z  
FIREBALL 

Art.-Nr. Model Lenght cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
TEAM WALLER Z FIREBALL
109197 TW 1907 190 cm / 6,2 ft 2 123 cm 120 - 210 g    – 238 g 8 254,95 € 
TEAM WALLER Z VERTICAL HEAVY
109208 TW 2008 200 cm / 6,5 ft 2 135 cm 150 - 450 g    – 254 g 8 254,95 € 
TEAM WALLER Z DRIFT
109248 TW 2407 240 cm / 8 ft 2 124 cm 200 - 400 g    – 329 g 7 284,95 € 
109278 TW 2707 275 cm / 9,2 ft 2 143 cm 200 - 400 g    – 383 g 8 299,95 € 
109308 TW 3007 300 cm / 10 ft 2 155 cm 200 - 400 g    – 387 g 8 314,95 € 
TEAM WALLER Z TWITCH LIGHT (BAITCAST - UPTIDE)
109250 TW2515 (Baitcast-Uptide) 250 cm / 8,2 ft 2 195 cm 60 - 130 g    – 285 g 11 239,95 €

TEAM WALLER Z – FIREBALL
The new vertical catfish rod is the ultimate answer for 

the really big heavy-weights. The completely redesigned 

blank, using the HT Cross Winding process, is made of 

high modulus carbon fibres and extremely wear-resistant 

Zylon fibres. Together, they give this rod extreme stability 

and strength. This rod now makes it possible for vertical 

rigs to be guided with absolute precision over the 

bottom, to even keep the bait dancing around the fish’s 

head if needed. The powerful backbone ensures that the 

hook sits firmly after a strike, and the fish can be lifted 

and landed as rapidly as possible. Thanks to the extreme 

lightness of the rod, fishing can go on for hours without 

the slightest sign of fatigue.

Video of  
TEAM WALLER Z 

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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TEAM WALLER Z – VERTICAL HEAVY
TThe new vertical catfish rod is the ultimate answer for the really big 

heavyweights. The completely redesigned blank, using the HT Cross Winding 

process, is made of high modulus carbon fibres and extremely wear-resistant 

Zylon fibres. Together, they give this rod extreme stability and strength. 

This rod now makes it possible for vertical rigs to be guided with absolute 

precision over the bottom, to even keep the bait dancing around the fish’s 

head if needed. The powerful backbone ensures that the hook sits firmly 

after a strike, and the fish can be lifted and landed as rapidly as possible. 

Thanks to the extreme lightness of the rod, fishing can go on for hours 

without the slightest sign of fatigue.

TEAM WALLER Z – DRIFT
The ideal rods for when you want to 

draw the bait over the bottom, for example 

from a boat. So as to be able to feel exactly what 

the bait is doing under the water, the rods have been designed 

with an extremely sensitive tip, which allows for perfect bait control 

and bite recognition. And when playing the fish, the progressive power  

distribution of the HT Cross Winding blank does all the work to tire the fish as 

rapidly as possible and bring it swiftly to the surface with no trouble at all.

SIC 
guides
SSSIICCCC10 YEAR

Blank Guarantee
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Video of TURBO CAT FEEDER

 TURBO CAT

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer

Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
TURBO CAT FEEDER
111360 TC 3608 360 cm / 12 ft 3 128 cm 180 g  – 488 g 13  179,95 € 



The innovative new development!

300 g Cast

400 g Cast

FEEDER
High

Modulus
CARBON
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The new Turbo Cat Feeder was developed with input  

from our catfish specialist Jens Köller for fishing 

with natural bait and pellets in both still and 

flowing water. The rod comes with two changeable 

tips with different degrees of stiffness. The softer 

tip has a casting weight of 300g for use in still 

water and is designed to indicate sensitive bites 

extremely well. The harder tip, with a 400g casting 

weight, is intended more for use in flowing water. 

One of its advantages is the bait can be fished at 

greater distances, due to the length of the rod 

lifting the line out of the water to avoid the pressure  

of the current. The Turbo Cat 

Feeder is the perfect all-

round rod for tough adventure  

fishing for cats and other species. 

SIC 
guides
SSIICCCC10 YEAR

Blank Guarantee
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Video of TURBO CAT series

 TURBO CAT

TURBO CAT VERTICALTURBO CAT VERTICAL

TURBO CAT SPIN

TURBO CAT FIREBALL

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Rod weight Guides RRP*
TURBO CAT FIREBALL
111198 TC1908 190 cm 6,2 2 136 cm 170 - 300 g 340 g 8 172,95 €
TURBO CAT BELLY BOAT
111178 TC1708 177 cm 5,8 2 134 cm 150 - 200 g 263 g 8 152,95 €
TURBO CAT VERTICAL
111188 TC1808 185 cm 6,1 1 186 cm 150 - 200 g 306 g 7 152,95 €
111228 TC2208 220 cm 7,2 2 165 cm 150 - 200 g 317 g 10 159,95 € 
TURBO CAT SPIN
111247 TC 2417 240 cm 8 2 125 cm 90 - 160 g 347 g 7 131,95 € 
111277 TC 2717 270 cm 9 2 146 cm 90 - 160 g 357 g 8 138,95 € 
111307 TC 3017 305 cm 10 2 156 cm 90 - 160 g 438 g 8 145,95 € 
TURBO CAT BOJE
111279 TC 2709 270 cm 9 2 146 cm 250 - 500 g 540 g 7 171,95 € 
111309 TC 3009 300 cm 10 2 154 cm 250 - 500 g 591 g 8 182,95 €
111339 TC 3319 330 cm 11 2 169 cm 250 - 500 g 598 g 8 189,95 €
TURBO CAT DRIFT
111249 TC 2408 240 cm 8 2 125 cm 150 - 300 g 364 g 7 154,95 €
111289 TC 2818 280 cm 9,2 2 145 cm 150 - 300 g 429 g 8 161,95 €
111308 TC 3018 305 cm 10 2 156 cm 150 - 300 g 468 g 8 171,95 €

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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TURBO CAT – SPIN
The current world record catfish was landed in spring 

2015 in Italy on a predecessor version of the Turbo 

Cat Spin. Our new Turbo Cat Spin is built to go even 

better, thanks to the use of the very latest materials 

available on the market. The HPC process used in the 

production of the blank boosts  resilience and speed 

of the rods. The blank perfectly loads for long casts 

and features enormous reserves of strength to handle  

any catfish with ease. The sensitive tip allows for 

perfect bait presentation, and guarantees that even 

the slightest of takes  is precisely detected. 

TURBO CAT – BOJE
This series of rods has been completely upgraded, 

and, as well as the 3.3m version, they now come in 

lengths of 2.4m and 3m, ideal for using from an an-

chored boat. Casting weight of the rods is 250-500g.

To guarantee reliable tenseness when rigging the 

rods under adverse conditions, the blank has been 

designed to be taut enough to stay constantly in 

touch with the bait. The fine sensitivity of the tip  

gives a catfish adequate room for manoeuvre when 

taking the bait, so it doesn’t suspect a thing. Thanks 

to the rod’s powerful backbone, playing even a big 

fish in a strong current is no problem at all. The semi- 

parabolic blank provides perfect cushioning against 

any hard thrashing and battering by the fish.

TURBO CAT – VERTICAL
Our new specialist rod for vertical fishing for big 

catfish. The single-piece blank, very light, extremely 

stable and flexible, is perfectly designed to go after  

big catfish using a wide range of vertical fishing 

techniques. Very good impact-absorbing properties 

and a powerful backbone mean that the rod allows 

for full control when the fish is being played. Thanks 

to the fine balance and the optimum handle length, 

this rod sits very well in the hand, and makes for 

fatigue-free fishing all day long.

TURBO CAT – BELLY BOAT
Another special rod in our Turbo Cat range. Going after 

catfish from float tubes  is becoming more and more 

popular, but this calls for special rods. That’s why we 

came up with the new ‘Belly Boat’. The special length 

of the blank – only 177cm – its shortened rear handle 

together with a casting weight of 150-200g, allows 

for perfect handling, which is a huge advantage when 

it comes to playing and landing the fish from a float 

tube. During playing, the very light semi-parabolic 

blank provides sufficient strength for the fish to be 

brought to the surface without any major difficulties, 

while the sensitive tip allows for optimum bait guid-

ance and reliably conveys every bite. This rod also 

uses an ergonomically divided front handle, which 

enhances the leverage effect when playing the fish. 

TURBO CAT – DRIFT
The new Turbo Cat Drift is a real 

eye-catcher, with even better charac-

teristics than before. The fine sensi-

tivity of the blank has been improved 

still further, and now allows for better 

bait control and bite recognition dur-

ing drift fishing. The strong backbone, 

in combination with the fast, sensitive 

tip, makes for reliable striking and con-

trolled playing of the fish. Thanks to the 

harmonious action of the blank, even fewer 

fish get away, and they tire perceptibly faster 

while being played. The right choice when fishing 

Europe’s catfish hotspots from a boat. 

TURBO CAT – FIRBEBALL
This rod was designed especially for modern Fire-

ball angling. Particular attention has also been paid 

to the balance and lightness of the rod, making for 

hours of fatigue-free fishing. The tip is designed to 

provide optimum guidance of the bait, and the fish 

suspects nothing when rising to take it. The semi- 

parabolic blank has plenty of power in reserve to 

lift even big fish to the surface every time. And all 

this is backed up by an ergonomically divided front 

handle, which gives the rod better leverage when 

playing the fish. 

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSICCC
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
MAGNUS JIGGING
123161 MJ1612 165 cm 5,4 2 109 cm 12 lbs  - - 228 g 8  149,95 € 
123162 MJ1620 165 cm 5,4 2 109 cm 20 lbs  - - 229 g 8  159,95 € 
123183 MJ1830 185 cm 6 2 12 cm 30 lbs  - - 253 g 8  169,95 € 
123214 MJ2150 210 cm 7 2 154 cm 50 lbs  - - 285 g 9  179,95 € 
MAGNUS SPIN
123255 MS2405 240 cm 8 2 124 cm 100 g 73-128 g 268 g 7  189,95 € 
123275 MS2705 270 cm 9 2 139 cm 100 g 73-128 g 313 g 8  194,95 € 
123257 MS2408 240 cm 8 2 124 cm 150 g 92-186 g 272 g 7  209,95 € 
123277 MS2708 270 cm 9 2 139 cm 150 g 92-186 g 313 g 8  219,95 € 

 MAGNUS

MAGNUS JIGGING

MAGNUS SPIN

MAGNUS JIGGING  
with removable  

fighting butt  
and gimbal

MAGNUS JIGGING

and gimbal

Travel rod 
MAGNUS TRAVEL
please look at page 86/87

Video of MAGNUS Spin

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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Magnus Jigging
Our new Magnus Jigging series has a finely balanced tip action, which 

provides optimum bait control.  

The specially matched action allows the bait to be drawn upwards in rapid 

short bursts for a really seductive presentation. 

Thanks to the Up-Tide arrangement, the blank has a uniform action with 

good resistance and without any interruption. When a bite comes, the rod 

backbone mobilises enormous reserves of strength and, even if a really 

massive halibut is on the line, the fight is only going to end one way… in a 

victory for you. 

The Magnus Jigging models are fitted with Low Rider SIC guides and a durable 

DPS reel seat from ALPS, as well as a gimbal with a removable EVA cover cap.

Magnus Spin
With these new models from the Magnus Spin series, you are fully geared 

up to do battle with halibut, cod, coalfish and the like. The slimline, powerful 

and rapid blank has outstanding strength for casting and then playing the 

fish. The semi-parabolic action, with traditional hefty power reserves in the 

handle section, makes it possible for sufficient pressure to be constantly 

exerted on the hooked fish.  

Excellent loading and resetting characteristics mean that the bait can be 

pitched far out towards the horizon – and right on target.

The fittings for the Magnus Spin include, among others, SIC guides and a 

durable DPS reel seat from ALPS.

High 
Modulus
CARBON

ALPS R/S Reel seat

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSIICC
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 MAGNUS

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
MAGNUS BOAT
123216 MB2120 210 cm 7 2 151 cm 20 lbs  - - 271 g 10 169,95 € 
123217 MB2130 210 cm 7 2 151 cm 30 lbs  - - 281 g 10 184,95 € 
123218 MB2150 210 cm 7 2 151 cm 50 lbs  - - 296 g 10 199,95 € 
MAGNUS INLINER
123212 MI2120 210 cm 7 2 108 cm 20 lbs  - - 265 g  - - 189,95 € 
123213 MI2130 210 cm 7 2 108 cm 30 lbs  - - 268 g  - - 194,95 € 
123215 MI2150 210 cm 7 2 108 cm 50 lbs  - - 290 g  - - 199,95 € 
123242 MI2420 240 cm 8 2 123 cm 20 lbs  - - 298 g  - - 214,95 € 
123243 MI2430 240 cm 8 2 123 cm 30 lbs  - - 312 g  - - 219,95 € 
123245 MI2450 240 cm 8 2 123 cm 50 lbs  - - 343 g  - - 229,95 € 

Travel rod 
MAGNUS TRAVEL
please look at page 86/87

MAGNUS BOAT

MAGNUS BOAT  
with removable  

fighting butt  
and gimbal

MAGNUS INLINER  
with removable  

fighting butt  
and gimbal

MAGNUS BOAT

MAGNUS INLINER

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



Magnus Boat
The completely upgraded Magnus Boat series impresses with a tough 

but lightweight blank made of high-modulus carbon, with uniform force 

distribution. The particularly sensitive tip will detect bites at greater depths. 

This also helps with bait control and with better feedback on what the bait is 

doing under the water.   

The semi-parabolic action of the Magnus Boat means that fighting fish tire 

very rapidly and can be brought to the surface with confidence.

The rods are fitted with WDB and DB SIC guides and a durable DPS reel seat 

from ALPS. All Magnus Boat rods also have a gimbal with a removable EVA 

cover cap. 

The rods can be fished with a multiplier reel as well as with a fixed spool reel.

A top class series for any sea angler looking for a reliable, lightweight but 

strong boat rod. 

Magnus Inliner
The Magnus Inliner series has also been completely updated 

and extended by a number of shorter-length models. The 

newly developed blank is now appreciably lighter and slimmer 

compared to the older model, which makes the rods more evenly 

balanced in the hand. We made hardly any adjustments to the 

powerful and highly flexible action, because users love it just the way 

it is.  

The new Inliner rods do, of course, still have our innovative helical line guide 

system, integrated in the blank. Thanks to this, without interrupting the 

action curve, the line is guided through the entire inner blank. The open line 

in-feed guide with SIC insert and the accompanying threading wire make 

sliding the line a whole lot easier too. And a firm DPS reel seat from ALPS 

makes sure that the reel sits exactly where it should.  

It’s true. You can navigate your way to success even without a guide.
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Rod weight Guides RRP*
MAGNUS MASTERGRADE SURF
113431 SU4231 420 14 3 147 cm 150-250 g 748 g 6 424,95 € 
113451 SU4531 450 14 3 158 cm 150-250 g 820 g 7 464,95 € 
JOLOKIA SURF
118420 JO4209 420 14 3 148 cm 100-200 g 587 g 7 199,95 € 
118450 JO4509 450 14,8 3 157 cm 100-200 g 653 g 7 219,95 € 

 MAGNUS MASTERGRADE SURF
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Magnus Mastergrade Surf
This new longer-distance hunter model for surfcasting has 

been developed in close cooperation with a very experienced 

surf casting professional. These exceptional rods use a very 

fast and powerful blank made of Japanese high-performance 

carbon, with excellent loading capacities for extra long casts. 

This allows the casting of weights of more than 200g, without 

the rod being overloaded. The ideal casting weight for reaching 

the maximum casting distance is 150g-180g. To achieve best 

possible bite recognition, the rod has been fitted with a highly 

sensitive tip enhanced by coloured markings. 

The integrated SIC Anti-Tangle K-rings allow the line to glide 

through without any noticeable friction resistance during 

High 
Modulus
CARBON

Fuji-Reel seat

M t d

SIC 
guides
SSIICCCC10 YEAR

Blank Guarantee

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



 JOLOKIA SURF

 

 

 casting, and can be relied on to prevent any tangling around the guide frame. 

A type 40 first guide avoids any line tangling during the cast. On top of this, 

the Mastergrade Series uses the tried and trusted S.B.S. balance system 

and a FUJI thrust reel seat, which keeps the reel snug and securely in place. 

Thanks to slip-resistant surfaces at the connection points, the rod can be 

taken apart easily when the time comes to pack things away. 

The new three-piece Magnus Mastergrade Surf comes in lengths of 4.2m 

and 4.5m, with a casting weight of 150g-250g. The 4.5m model is particularly 

suited to raising even big cod from the sea bottom.

Jolokia Surf
Another newcomer in the Jolokia sea fishing range is the Jolokia Surf, 

developed in close cooperation with a famous name in professional 

surfcasting circles. 

The new three-part blank used for this modern surf rod is made of high-pressure 

carbon and comes with a rapid action and optimum loading performance. The 

highly sensitive but robust tip, with markings in fluorescent red, makes visual 

bite recognition easy. The number and spacing of the rings has been adjusted 

to help achieve the maximum casting range. Casting tests with 150g reached 

distances of more than 150m. Slip-resistant surfaces at the connection points 

ensure the rod can be taken apart again with no problem.   

The Jolokia Surf is available in lengths of 4.2m and 4.5m, with a casting weight 

of 150g-200g.

High 
Modulus
CARBON

Extra-large distances in beach casting!

Rods tip in high-vis  
red for improved  
bite detection.

gh-vis 
red for improved 
bite detection.

Rods tip in high-vis 
red for i
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Video of   
JOLOKIA Jigging

 JOLOKIA

JOLOKIA BOAT

JOLOKIA PILKJOLOKIA PILK

JOLOKIA BOAT

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
JOLOKIA JIGGING
118187 JO 1821 185 cm 6,2 2 134 cm 150 g 100 - 200 g 291 g 8 169,95 € 
118188 JO 1831 185 cm 6,2 2 134 cm 220 g 150 - 250 g 305 g 8 174,95 € 
118217 JO 2121 210 cm 7 2 159 cm 150 g 100 - 200 g 352 g 8 177,95 € 
118218 JO 2131 210 cm 7 2 159 cm 220 g 150 - 250 g 376 g 8 184,95 € 
JOLOKIA BOAT
118213 JO 2132 210 cm 7 2 159 cm 400 g 150 - 450 g 363 g 8 158,95 € 
118215 JO 2151 210 cm 7 2 159 cm 600 g 300 - 600 g 364 g 8 179,95 € 
118243 JO 2431 240 cm 8 2 189 cm 400 g 150 - 450 g 406 g 8 168,95 € 
118245 JO 2451 240 cm 8 2 189 cm 600 g 300 - 600 g 432 g 8 174,95 € 
JOLOKIA PILK
118276 JO 2728 270 cm 9 2 139 cm 110 g 90 - 150 g 353 g 8 143,95 € 
118278 JO 2729 270 cm 9 2 139 cm 200 g 150 - 250 g 387 g 8 154,95 € 
118308 JO 3018 300 cm 10 2 154 cm 200 g 150 - 250 g 424 g 8 164,95 € 
118309 JO 3019 300 cm 10 2 154 cm 400 g 150 - 450 g 473 g 8 169,95 €
JOLOKIA TROLLING
118216 JO 2112 210 cm 7 2 108 cm 10-20 lb – 272 g 9 122,95 € 
118246 JO 2412 240 cm 8 2 123 cm 10-20 lb – 301 g 9 127,95 € 
118286 JO 2712 270 cm 9 2 138 cm 15-25 lb – 328 g 9 132,95 € 

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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JOLOKIA JIGGING
A sensitive tip and an enormously strong backbone make this completely 

upgraded series of rods really stand out from the crowd. Thanks to the precisely  

matched action of the JOLOKIA Jigging, Jigs can be guided in a very natural 

manner, and even if a real heavyweight gets on the line it is still possible 

to exert full control over the fish, every single time. The divided ergonomic 

front handle also helps with a better leverage effect when playing the fish. 

And thanks to the lightness of the blank, even hours of fishing heavy jigs is 

still lots of fun. The rods are fitted with very robust EVA handles, seawater- 

resistant SIC guides and a universal reel seat for using multipliers or fixed 

spool reels.

JOLOKIA BOAT
The heavyweights in the JOLOKIA Series! Our all-round rods for no-compromise  

use with artificial and natural baits, such as in Norway, Iceland, on the Yellow 

Reef etc, for halibut, cod, ling and even Tuna. The extremely stable blank has a 

semi-parabolic action, and a particular characteristic is its enormously strong 

backbone. Despite this, the rods have all the sensitivity needed in the tip  

section to be able to guide the bait with absolute precision. The whole of the 

rod fittings, such as the high quality SIC guides and EVA handles, are designed  

to be tough, as well as resistant to seawater. Both the reel seat and the guides 

are suitable for using with multipliers and fixed spool reels.

JOLOKIA PILK
The action of our new JOLOKIA Pilk series has been especi-

ally designed catching cod, black cod (coal fish) and other 

marine predators. The easy-bending blank, with its strong 

backbone, makes for real power when playing the fish and 

pumping it rapidly to the surface. On the other hand, the tip 

area is sensitive enough to detect bites rapidly, and cushion the 

flapping and head-shaking of a fighting fish. 

The lengths of 2.7m and 3m, with a casting weight of 110g, 200g and 

400g, make these rods universally usable from a boat or cutter as well as 

from the shoreline. 

JOLOKIA TROLLING
Our special new rods for trolling for salmon, cod and others. During testing 

in the Baltic sea, these rods were really able to show what they were made 

of, forcing hefty cod and big salmon of up to 18kg into a real fight. The com-

pletely redeveloped blank, made of HM carbon material, proves it has what it 

takes when it comes to sensitivity combined with toughness. The tip section 

in particular has been designed to fend off aggressive bites and violent runs 

with absolute reliability. The rods come fitted with saltwater-resistant SIC 

guides, a DPS reel seat, and tough EVA handles. 

Travel rod 
JOLOKIA TRAVEL
Please look at page 86/87

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSSIICCC
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 JOLOKIA PILK Black Edition

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
JOLOKIA PILK BLACK EDITION
118236 JB2408 240 8 2 124 cm 70-150 g – 311 g 7  99,95 € 
118238 JB2409 240 8 2 124 cm 120-220 g – 322 g 7 106,95 € 
118239 JB2430 240 8 2 124 cm 190-400 g – 324 g 7 112,95 € 
118296 JB2708 270 9 2 139 cm 70-150 g – 339 g 8 114,95 € 
118298 JB2709 270 9 2 139 cm 120-220 g – 367 g 8 119,95 € 
118299 JB2730 270 9 2 139 cm 190-400 g – 377 g 8 122,95 € 
118316 JB3008 300 10 2 155 cm 70-150 g – 326 g 8 122,95 € 
118318 JB3009 300 10 2 155 cm 120-220 g – 391 g 8 126,95 € 
118319 JB3030 300 10 2 155 cm 190-400 g – 392 g 8 129,95 € 

Video of  
JOLOKIA PILK 
BLACK EDITION 

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



Black is beautiful
The new Pilk rod series in the SPORTEX sea rod range come 

with an attractive modern black finish and a very good price-to- 

performance ratio. These rods are perfect for cod, coalfish or 

black cod, pollack and other sea predators.

 

The tough, dynamic blank tires the fish rapidly and the highly 

sensitive tip allows perfect bait guidance. The rods are available 

in lengths of 2.4m, 2.7m and 3m, with casting weights of 

70g-150g, 120g-220g and 190g-400g,They cover the entire pilk 

fishing range.

Black is beautiful
The new Pilk rod ser
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 ABSOLUT JIGGING
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Extremely light, extremely strong and extremely fast –  
it’s what anglers’ dreams are made of.

Video of ABSOLUT JIGGING

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
ABSOLUT JIGGING
190197 AB 1920 192 cm 6,3 1 190 cm 150 g – 150 g 7 379,95 € 
190198 AB 1930 192 cm 6,3 1 190 cm 200 g – 150 g 7 389,95 € 
190199 AB 1951 (Cast) 192 cm 6,3 1 190 cm 250 g – 153 g 11 404,95 € 
190207 AB 1921 (Cast) 192 cm 6,3 1 190 cm 150 g – 158 g 11 404,95 € 
190208 AB 1931 (Cast) 192 cm 6,3 1 190 cm 200 g – 146 g 11 404,95 € 

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



removable Duplon handle usable as rear or front grip
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Helicore® Blank Fuji-Reel seat

When it comes to chasing predatory fish, the Absolut  

sets the standards. And now we’ve taken the 

revolutionary Helicore blank and used it as the 

basis for a series of sea fishing rods. The design is 

impressive – and it proves what can be done when 

you combine outstanding materials and creativity. 

We’ve really put the rod through its paces on the 

test stand, and we can honestly say that it’s one 

of the best sea fishing rods we have ever made. 

When you see just what strength and power these 

lightweight rods can produce, it simply takes your 

breath away.

The basic material consists of an HM carbon fibre 

matrix, which is melted with the aid of a unique 

epoxy resin to make an almost unbreakable bond. 

What’s really striking is how such a slimline blank 

is as light as a fly rod – yet still extremely strong. 

The light versions are ideally suited for light to  

medium speed jigging, while the heavy versions 

are ideal for large lures or medium-sized natural 

baits. These are 

the perfect

 rods for water 

depths of 50 to 80 

metres, and the low weights mean you can work 

your bait in the water all day long without tiring  

at all.

The absolut jigging comes fitted with high quality 

SIC guides and the latest Fuji reel seat.

absolut jigging sea rods

SIC 
guides
SIICCC10 YEAR

Blank Guarantee
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 SEA TRAVEL RODS
JOLOKIA TRAVEL

JOLOKIA TRAVEL
Thanks to the five-section division of the blank, each of 

62cm, these rods are easy to carry on flights for a fishing 

holiday. Simply stow them in a suitcase or rucksack. The 

light but stable blank, with its fantastic semi-parabolic 

action, is extremely well-suited for catching a whole 

range of different fish. And thanks to the ideal loading 

characteristics of the blank, the rods can achieve some 

really impressive casting distances too. The rods, with 

a total length of 2.7 m, are available with two different 

casting weights of 80-100 g and 90-160 g.

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
JOLOKIA TRAVEL
118287 JO 2717 270 cm 9 5 62 cm 80 - 100 g – 232 g 9 143,95 € 
118289 JO 2719 270 cm 9 5 62 cm 90 - 160 g – 250 g 9 154,95 € 
MAGNUS TRAVEL BOAT
123172 MT1821 185 cm 6 3 71 cm 20 lbs – 244 g 10 199,95 € 
123173 MT1831 185 cm 6 3 71 cm 30 lbs – 255 g 10 219,95 € 
123223 MT2131 210 cm 7 4 63 cm 30 lbs – 283 g 10 229,95 € 
123225 MT2151 210 cm 7 4 63 cm 50 lbs – 293 g 10 244,95 € 
MAGNUS TRAVEL JIGGING
123182 MT1820 185 cm 6 3 70 cm 20 lbs – 238 g 9 189,95 € 
123184 MT1830 185 cm 6 3 70 cm 30 lbs – 245 g 9 194,95 € 
123203 MT2130 210 cm 7 4 64 cm 30 lbs – 271 g 10 199,95 € 
123205 MT2150 210 cm 7 4 64 cm 50 lbs – 299 g 10 209,95 € 
MAGNUS TRAVEL SPIN
123256 MT2405 240 cm 8 4 68 cm 100 g 73-120 g 276 g 7 219,95 € 
123276 MT2705 270 cm 9 4 74 cm 100 g 73-120 g 307 g 8 229,95 € 
123258 MT2408 240 cm 8 4 68 cm 150 g 92-176 g 285 g 7 244,95 € 
123278 MT2708 270 cm 9 4 74 cm 150 g 92-176 g 328 g 8 259,95 € 

MAGNUS TRAVEL BOAT

t

MAGN

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

MAGNUS TRAVEL BOAT and 
MAGNUS TRAVEL JIGGING  
with removable fighting 

butt and gimbal

nsp.-Lengthgg Cast

80 - 10
1

with hard  
case bag!

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



MAGNUS TRAVEL BOAT
Short sectioned boat rods (three sections 

at 70cm or four sections at 63cm) for easy 

transport for fishing holidays at sea.

Despite the number of sections, the rods still 

have powerful, identical actions  and the same 

properties and fittings as the two-section 

version.

The rods are available in lengths of 1.85m 

(20lbs / 30lbs) and 2.10m (30lbs / 50lbs). 

MAGNUS TRAVEL JIGGING
The Magnus Jigging Travel also has the same 

properties and fittings as its two-section sister 

model. Despite the number of sections, these 

rods essentially have no restrictions in action.

The rods are available in a 1.85m version (three 

sections of 70cm) with 20lbs / 30lbs and a 

2.10m version (four sections of 63cm) in 30lbs 

/ 50lbs.

MAGNUS TRAVEL 
SPIN
Thanks to its four-section design, the Magnus 

Spin Travel is the perfect companion for fishing 

holidays. The length of the sections, 64cm or 

74cm respectively, means the rod fits into most 

travel bags. 

Despite the number of parts, the rods have the 

identical action and the same properties and 

fittings as the two-section version.

The rods are available in 2.40m and 2.70m 

versions with casting weights of 100g or 150g.

MAGNUS TRAVEL JIGGING

MAGNUS TRAVEL SPINMAGN
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 FEEDER RODS

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Rod weight Guides RRP*
RAPID FEEDER
135368 MF 3611 360 cm 12 3 127 cm 90 - 150 g 266 g 14 194,95 € 
135398 MF 3911 390 cm 13 3 136 cm 90 - 150 g 314 g 16 209,95 € 
EXCLUSIVE LITE FEEDER
135334 LF 3304 330 cm 11 2 172 cm 40 - 80 g 159 g 14 209,50 € 
135364 LF 3604 360 cm 12 3 127 cm 40 - 80 g 182 g 15 229,95 € 
135394 LF 3904 390 cm 13 3 138 cm 40 - 80 g 207 g 15 249,95 € 
EXCLUSIVE MEDIUM FEEDER
135369 MF 3609 360 cm 12 3 130 cm 90 - 150 g 209 g 15 259,95 € 
135399 MF 3909 390 cm 13 3 139 cm 90 - 150 g 217 g 16 279,95 € 
135419 MF 4209 420 cm 14 3 148 cm 90 - 150 g 286 g 16 289,95 € 
EXCLUSIVE HEAVY FEEDER
135396 HF 3909 390 cm 13 3 140 cm 160 - 210 g 268 g 16 289,95 € 
135429 HF 4219 420 cm 14 3 148 cm 160 - 210 g 284 g 16 299,95 € 

All SPORTEX Feeder rods  
feature three variable  

Feeder-tips.

RAPID FEEDER

EXCLUSIVE FEEDER

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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EXCLUSIVE FEEDER  
with Fuji-Reel seat
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10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

RAPID MEDIUM FEEDER
These new universal application feeder rods for still 

and flowing water have a top price-to-performance  

ratio. The fast, slimline blank, made from high-modu- 

lus carbon, guarantees an immediate strike. The 

three sensitive feeder tips which come with the 

rod, in thicknesses of 1.5oz, 2.0oz and 2.2 oz, 

signal a bite whatever the water conditions. The 

powerful backbone of the rod, in conjunction with 

the extra large guides at the tip, help to ensure 

long, high-

precision casts. 

EXCLUSIVE FEEDER LITE
Climax has completely redeveloped its rods for 

traditional lightweight feeder fishing.  What’s im-

mediately striking about the new Exclusive Feeder 

Lite is the extremely slim and light blank, made 

of top quality HM/IM carbon fibre. The rod exhi-

bits first-class loading behaviour, which allows 

long, accurate casting every time. The powerful  

backbone ensures that even bigger fish come 

safely to the net. Each rod comes with three 

sensitive feeder tips equipped with large guides 

to ensure even the most sensitive of bites are 

not missed. This is the perfect rod for fishing in 

light currents or standing bodies of water. The 

Exclusive Feeder Lite is available in lengths of 

3.30m, 3.60m and 3.90m, with casting weights 

of 40g-80g. Included Feeder tips: 1,0/1,5/2,0 oz.

EXCLUSIVE MEDIUM FEEDER
Here is the feeder rod for all situations. The slim, 

lightweight HM/IM carbon fibre blank is a real 

winner, with terrific speed and strength in reserve.  

It will take tough fighters like carp and barbel in 

its stride, yet is still sensitivity enough to play 

small redfish. These versatile models are also very 

well-suited for bank fishing for zander with small 

bait fish. Thanks to the excellent recovery of the 

blank, long, precise casts need little effort. The rods 

are also fitted with extra larger guides and three 

inter-changeable tips. The Medium  

Feeder is available in lengths of 3.60m,  

3.90m and 4.20m with casting weights 

of 90g-150g.

Included Feeder tips: 1,5/2,0/2,5 oz.

EXCLUSIVE HEAVY FEEDER
Climax has designed the most powerful rod in 

its feeder ranger to cast heavy baits accurately 

and over long distances. Despite their enormous 

strength, these rods are still very light, slim, and 

extremely sensitive, as well as possessing a rapid 

action. The balanced curve of the HM/IM carbon 

fibre blank provides the perfect springboard and 

can be relied upon control fiercely-fighting fish. 

FUJI reel seats, SIC guides, a top-quality cork 

handle and three inter-changeable tips with extra  

larger guides round off a really fine rod. The Heavy  

Feeder is available in lengths of 3.90m and 

4.20m, with casting weights of 160g-210g.

Included Feeder tips: 2,0/2,5/3,0 oz.
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 CARBOFLEX CLASSX FEEDER

CARBOFLEX CLASSX FEEDER

This new, universal feeder rod series is for light to middle-weight feeder 

fishing for all non-predacious fish in flowing and still water. The rods 

have really excellent loading characteristics that will cast feeder baskets 

extra long distances. The progressive semi-parabolic action produces 

plenty of power when playing fish and persuading it rapidly into the lan-

ding net. Three different coloured, fine, fast carbon tips of 1.5oz, 2oz 

and 2.5oz mean that every bite is signalled, allowing rapid and reliable 

strikes. The Carboflex ClassX Feeder models are fitted with tough EVA 

handles, SIC guides and DPS reel seats. They are available in lengths of 

3.3m, 3.6m and 3.9m, with casting weights of 40g-120g.

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
CARBOFLEX CLASSX FEEDER
115336 CX3306 330 11 3 115 cm 40 - 120 g – 206 g 15 149,95 € 
115361 CX3606 360 12 3 126 cm 40 - 120 g – 259 g 16 154,95 € 
115391 CX3906 390 13 3 136 cm 40 - 120 g – 279 g 16 159,95 €
EXCLUSIVE METHOD FEEDER
135361 MF3621 360 12 3 189 cm 10 - 40 g – 178 g 16 279,95 € 
RAPID METHOD FEEDER
135362 MF3622 360 12 3 189 cm 40    10 - 40 g 222 g 16 199,95 €

DPS Reel seat

High 
Modulus
CARBON

high-quality  
SIC-Ringe

All SPORTEX Feeder rods  
feature three variable  

Feeder-tips.
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Blank Guarantee

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



EXCLUSIVE METHOD FEEDER

This newly-developed lightweight rod is ideal for light fishing for trout 

and more, with its focus is on lightness and sensitivity. The outcome 

is a very slim and extremely light blank, made of high modulus carbon 

with a sensitive action that makes for tremendous fun when playing fish. 

The rods are ideally suited for fishing with floats on rivers, as well as 

with Spirolinos on lakes. They are also suitable for lake fly fishing from  

the bank. The rods are fitted with special lightweight guides and a  

FUJI DPS reel seat. The Exclusive Trout is available in 3.6m and 3.9m with 

10 g – 40 g casting weights.

RAPID METHOD FEEDER

Our new float rods have a very good price-performance 

ratio. They are designed for universal float fishing for 

species such as tench, bream, young carp fry and so on. 

They are also ideal for fishing with Spirolinos or Bombardas 

for trout. The blank, made from HM carbon fibre material, has 

a powerful backbone with a fast, sensitive tip. Its very good 

casting properties allow for long, well-targeted casts. The Rapid 

Float is available in the lengths of 3.3m, 3.6m and 3.9m with casting  

weights of 10 g – 40 g. 
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EXCLUSIVE BARBEL
This rod was developed to provide the specialist angler with the ultimate 

tool to tackle feisty barbel. When fishing for barbel it is especially important  

to have enough sensitivity in the rod to signal a bite. On the other hand, 

the rod has to have enough backbone to take the fish reliably out of the 

current. Thanks to a special blank manufacturing technology with high- 

modulus carbon fibre material, we have been able to develop a rod which 

is perfectly matched to all the demands of modern barbel fishing, including  

fixed-lead assemblies, feeder baskets or float techniques.  Thanks to two 

different tips, at 1.75lbs and 2.25lbs, you always have the right rod for 

the job. The balanced, semi-parabolic action means that when things get  

serious you can keep even the toughest customer under control. 

Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Rod weight Guides RRP*
EXCLUSIVE BARBEL
138175 Exclusive Barbel 365 cm / 12 ft 2 187 cm 1,75 lb 190 g 8 199,95 € 
138225 Exclusive Barbel 365 cm / 12 ft 2 187 cm 2,25 lb 206 g 8 209,95 €
138400 Exclusive Barbel Dual Tip 365 cm / 12 ft 2 187 cm 1,75 & 2,25 lb – – 269,95
RAPID MATCH
136394 MR 3920 390 cm / 13 ft 3 135 cm 8 - 16 g 218 g 12 149,95 € 
136424 MR 4220 420 cm / 14 ft 3 146 cm 8 - 16 g 234 g 12 159,95 € 
EXCLUSIVE MATCH LITE
136392 MR 3901 390 cm / 13 ft 3 135 cm 5 - 15 g 148 g 12 219,95 € 
136422 MR 4201 420 cm / 14 ft 3 146 cm 5 - 15 g 156 g 12 239,95 € 
EXCLUSIVE MATCH MEDIUM
136393 MR 3911 390 cm / 13 ft 3 135 cm 8 - 20 g 148 g 12 249,95 € 
136423 MR 4211 420 cm / 14 ft 3 146 cm 8 - 20 g 156 g 12 259,95 € 

EXCLUSIVE BARBEL

del Length cm/ft Pcs Transp Le th C

EXCLUSIVE BARBEL  
with original  
Fuji reel seat

 EXCLUSIVE BARBEL 10 JAHRE
Blank Garantie
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 MATCH RODS

EXCLUSIVE MATCH L/M
Our Exclusive Match rods have been completely redeveloped, with the  

focus on delivering an ultra-light, slim and fast blank. For the first time we 

have made a distinction between a Light Version (L) and a Medium Version 

(M) for an even more specialised range of uses.

The very fine and extremely fast tip makes for a reliable strike, and the  

powerful backbone of the rod helps bring even big, hard-fighting fish under  

control. The high reset capacity of the blank and the narrow-spaced SIC 

match guides, set high from the blank, mean that long casts can be made 

without a huge effort, even with light floats.  

Both models are available in lengths of 3.90m and 4.20m, with casting 

weights of 5-15g (Exclusive Match L) or 8-20g (Exclusive Match M).

RAPID MATCH
These match rods are also entirely new. 

As with the Exclusive Match models, the blank is very slim and fast. And 

thanks to the powerful blank, even medium-strength carp can be netted 

with the minimum of fuss. The narrow-spaced SIC match guides, set high 

from the blank, prevent wet lines from sticking to the blank and make for 

long, precise casts. 

The Rapid Match is available in lengths of 3.90m and 4.20m, with a casting 

weight of 8-16g. 

EXCLUSIVE MATCH L/M

RAPID MATCH

EXCLUSIVE MATCH
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Video of  
RAPID FLOAT

RAPID FLOAT

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
XCLUSIVE FLOAT LIGHT NT
138366 PF3611 360 12 3 125 cm 10 – 30 g – 196 g 12 229,95 € 
138396 PF3911 390 13 3 135 cm 10 – 30 g – 213 g 13 239,95 € 
XCLUSIVE FLOAT
137366 PF3622 360 12 3 125 cm 20 – 40 g – 204 g 12 239,95 € 
137396 PF3922 390 13 3 135 cm 20 – 40 g – 227 g 13 249,95 € 
137426 PF4222 420 14 3 145 cm 20 – 40 g – 246 g 14 259,95 € 
RAPID FLOAT
138332 PF3321 330 11 3 115 cm 10 – 35 g – 164 g 12 159,95 € 
138362 PF3621 360 12 3 125 cm 10 – 35 g – 188 g 12 169,95 € 
138392 PF3921 390 13 3 135 cm 10 – 35 g – 201 g 12 179,95 €

RAR PID FLOAT

RAPID FLOAT
Our new float rods have a very good price-performance ratio. They are 

designed for universal float fishing for species such as tench, bream, 

young carp fry and so on. 

They are also ideal for fishing with Spirolinos or Bombardas for trout. The 

blank, made from HM carbon fibre material, has a powerful backbone 

with a fast, sensitive tip. Its very good casting properties allow for long, 

well-targeted casts. The Rapid Float is available in the lengths of 3.3m, 

3.6m and 3.9m with casting weights of 10g-35g. 

 RAPID FLOAT High 
Modulus
CARBON

SIC 
guides
SSSIICC

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSSIIC

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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XCLUSIVE FLOAT NT
The slim blank design of top quality high-modulus carbon material makes a 

great impression with its speed and loading capacity. The excellent loading 

properties of the Xclusive Float allow the float to be pitched at long distances 

and precisely on target. When the fish is being played, the blank reliably 

absorbs any wild thrashing movements from the fish, which makes for far 

fewer lost fish. The rod is very effective for trout fishing with Spirolinos, 

Bombardas etc. And when going after zander with bait fish, the rod cuts a 

very fine figure. The guide diameters have been selected in such a way that 

even rubber stoppers can slide through without any problem.

The Xclusive Float is available in lengths of 3.60m, 3.90m and 4.20m with a 

casting weight of 20-40g.

XCLUSIVE FLOAT LIGHT NT
The lighter and even slimmer version of the Xclusive Float 

series also has a very fast, resistant and sensitive blank. 

It has been developed especially for float fishing for smaller 

coarse or prey fish such as roach, rudd, bream etc. 

It is, of course, also possible to adjust the rods for trout fishing 

with lighter Spirolinos or pre-weighted floats. 

Thanks to the fast action of the rods, a sure strike at a long distance 

is no problem at all.

The Xclusive Float Lite is available in lengths of 3.60m and 3.90m with 

a casting weight of 10-30g.

XCLUSIVE FLOAT NT

Fast and lightweight rods for carp, tench  
and other kind of float fishing

High 
Modulus
CARBON

Fuji R/S-Reel seat

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

Video of  
XCLUSIVE FLOAT 

LIGHT NT
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Art.-No. Model Length cm/ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
MULTIPICKER/SWING TIP
139310 LF 3050S (Swing) 295 cm / 10 ft 2 150 cm 10 – 30 g   – 180 g 13+1 239,95 €
139311 LF 3050P (Picker) 295 cm / 10 ft 3 150 cm 10 – 30 g   – 182 g 12 249,95 € 
139312 LF 3050C (Set) – – – –   – – – 299,95 € 
HEGENE
201190 HG 1900 190 cm / 6,2 ft 2 98 cm 3 – 10 g   – 106 g 11 144,95 € 
201210 HG 2100 210 cm / 7 ft 2 109 cm 3 – 10 g   – 115 g 12 154,95 € 
201241 HG 2401 240 cm / 8ft 2 123 cm 5 – 25 g   – 87 g 11 164,95 € 

HEGENE

Hegene rod also with  
sliding reel seat 
available

MULTIPICKER 
SWING TIP 
WINKLE PICKER

extra light  
 Pac Bay  
  „Minima“ Guides

HEGENE

extra light  
 Pac Bay  
  „Minima“ Guides

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



mit Fuji-Reel seat

with original 

SIC-Guides
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High 
Modulus
CARBON

HEGENE
Our newly-developed, extremely sensitive rods, especially for going after 

specimen whitefish (Renke/Coregonus). The slim, finely sensitive and fast 

blank, made of high modulus carbon fibre, provides enormous reserves of 

strength, particularly in the handle, meaning that even really big fish, such 

as char, brown trout etc, can be landed with confidence. The two different 

full-carbon fibre tips supplied can be relied on to reveal any nibble, 

however slight, and their speed ensures that every fish will be brought up 

safely, every time. And the optimum balance of the rod means that fishing 

for hours without any signs of fatigue is a certainty.  

The rods come fitted with SIC guides, high quality cork handles and a VSS 

reel seat (1.90m / 2.10m 3-10g) or a sliding reel seat (2.40m 5-25g).

MULTIPICKER, SWING TIP & WINKLE PICKER
All-purpose due to 2 complete tip sections including 2 Winkle- 

picker tips and a swing tip with a common handle section.

Anglers who have devoted themselves to fishing with swing tip 

and winkle pickers will be thrilled by this rod concept. The Multipicker  

can be used for both types of angling. 

The special feature about these Multipickers are the 2 complete tips and 

the common handle section, which, depending on the tip section, provides 

easy bite indication. 

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

SIC 
guides
SSSIICC
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Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
EXCLUSIVE TROUT
137360 SF3601 360 cm 12 3 125 cm 10-30 g   – 145 g 12  249,95 € 
137390 SF3901 390 cm 13 3 136 cm 10-30 g   – 158 g 12  279,95 € 
TREMARELLA
135391 TR 3901 390 cm 13 3 134 cm 2 - 8 g   – 137 g 12 184,95 €
135421 TR 4202 420 cm 14 3 143 cm 5 - 18 g   – 158 g 12 209,95 €

EXCLUSIVE Trout

TREMARELLA

 TREMARELLA

etailed pictures TREMARELLA

etailed pictures EXCLUSIVE TROUT

REMARELLA

MARELLA

del Length cmg
T

outEXCLUS

Extra  
lightweight 
guides

High 
Modulus
CARBON

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee

SIC 
guides
SSSIICCC

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



 EXCLUSIVE TROUT
Fuji-Reel seat

Video of  
EXCLUSIVE TROUT

High 
Modulus
CARBON
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TREMARELLA
The market currently has only telescopic rods to offer the tremarella fisherman.  

While these have their advantages for easy stowing and carrying, they also 

have substantial drawbacks, such as noisiness, tendency to break and 

generally poor actions.

However, the new tremarella rods from SPORTEX are based on a three-piece 

rod, eliminating these disadvantages. These super-light, sensitive rods are 

the ideal choice for professional tremarella fishing in trout regions. Thanks 

to the extremely lightweight blank design, hour-long controlled “quivering” 

of the rod is no problem. The high-speed blank is made from high-modulus  

carbon with a high reset capacity, allowing for spirolinos or bombardas 

to be transferred over long distances. The extremely sensitive and fast tip  

immediately signals the smallest nibble and ensures that the hook set is 

lightning fast. The rod’s powerful action also means that even big fish tire 

rapidly once hooked. 

EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE TROUT
This newly-developed lightweight rod is ideal for light fishing 

for trout and more, with its focus is on lightness and sensitivity. 

The outcome is a very slim and extremely light blank, made of high 

modulus carbon with a sensitive action that makes for tremendous 

fun when playing fish. The rods are ideally suited for fishing with floats 

on rivers, as well as with Spirolinos on lakes. They are also suitable for lake 

fly fishing from the bank. The rods are fitted with special lightweight guides 

and a FUJI DPS reel seat. The Exclusive Trout is available in 3.6m and 3.9m 

with 10g-30g casting weights.

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSIICCCC
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 FLY RODS

Art.-No. Model Length cm Length ft Pcs. Transp.-Length Cast Tolerance Rod weight Guides RRP*
DIAMOND FLY
210213 FL 2103 210 cm 7 4 57 cm 3 – 69 g 8 279,00 €
210263 FL 2603 260 cm 8‘6‘‘ 4 74 cm 3 – 71 g 10 289,00 €
210264 FL 2604 260 cm 8‘6‘‘ 4 74 cm 4 – 74 g 10 299,00 €
210265 FL 2605 260 cm 8‘6‘‘ 4 69 cm 5 – 82 g 10 319,00 €
210274 FL 2704 275 cm 9 4 73 cm 4 – 84 g 11 325,00 €
210275 FL 2705 275 cm 9 4 74 cm 5 – 85 g 11 339,00 €
210276 FL 2706 275 cm 9 4 74 cm 6 – 91 g 11 339,00 €
210279 FL 2707 275 cm 9 4 74 cm 7 – 94 g 11 349,00 €
210309 FL 3008 300 cm 9‘9‘‘ 4 74 cm 8 – 106 g 12 369,00 €

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



Fuji-Reel seat

High 
Modulus
CARBON
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With the new version of the Diamond Fly, we 

have achieved something really special. Slim, 

featherlight, perfectly finished and wonderful to 

look at, these rods actually conceal their real  value 

deep inside – within their extraordinary blank. It is 

not their action or technology what theses rods have 

in common – it is their perfection!  The individual 

design and  choice of material means that every 

individual blank has been gifted with its own unique 

and  un mistakeable character. What pike fisherman 

would want a rod whose blank provides the  

sensitive nature of a grayling rod, or performs perfect 

rolling casts? What creek fishing enthusiast would 

want a tough blank which protects against coastal 

winds or can lift more than 15 metres of line out of 

the water in one pull?  The extremely lightweight 

class 3 creek rod from the SPORTEX Diamond  

Fly series presents the smallest dry flies as gently 

as a feather, and is just long enough to allow heavy  

nymphs to drift  through the rapids of a wild spring 

creek on a long arm. The class 4 Diamond Fly was 

designed with the demanding grayling fisher in 

mind; the slim blank is calm and smooth, giving 

easy and harmonious casting. When lifting, the tip 

immediately passes on a gentle tug on the hook, 

with the result that it sets rapidly and securely 

in the soft mouth of the grayling. The parabolic 

blank then ensures that the drill-like impacts of the  

typical grayling attempt at escape can be securely  

cushioned. 

The class 5 model, in 9 ft format, can truly be described  

as a well-balanced all-rounder. Even less practised  

fly fishers become hugely enthusiastic about 

the compliant blank. They cast narrower loops  

and bring their flies on target with more precision 

and fewer empty casts.

In class 6, a perceptibly more dynamic  

spirit in the blank comes into effect, 

which transforms powerful double 

pulls into clean, precise casts with 

streamers or heavy nymphs –  ideal for 

fishing for large trout or barbel.  Thanks to 

the extremely high-quality materials and a 

very clever design, the blanks in classes 7 and 

8 are the absolute lightweights in their cate gory, 

and are unbelievably fast and powerful in pulling 

through. Large pike streamers are rapidly brought 

to distance with few empty casts, and can be lifted 

from the surface of the water again with no effort at 

all, together with the line. Both rods are completely 

saltwaterproof, and perform at their best under 

the roughest conditions – free of fatigue and with 

absolute performance.

FLY RODS DIAMOND FLY

10 YEAR
Blank Guarantee SIC 

guides
SSIICC



 SUPER-SAFE ROD CASES
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SUPER-SAFE SOFT BAG FOR ONE 
RIGGED ROD
These soft rod cases in 5 different 

lengths, with an outer surface made of 

abrasion- resistant 600 D material, are 

outstandingly manufactured and protect 

your high- quality rods.

From 110cm up to 160cm.

VII  

ROD BAG WITH 2 TRAYS
for 2-4 rigged rods.

The SUPER SAFE Multi-talent with 2 trays 

for ready rigged telescopic or standard rods. 

Long outside bag for net, umbrella, etc…  

and 2 extra tool Bags . 

From 150 cm up to 190 cm.

RO
f

V  

XXL ROD BAG
for 4 rigged or several unrig-

ged rods. Three well-lined inner 

 sections. A real safe for your 

valuable rods.

Length: 165 cm.

IV  

ROD BAG SUPER-SAFE
with 3 compartments for 3 rigged or 

several unrigged rods. Outstanding 

padded lining for total  reliability. 

Padded shoulder strap and 

high-quality zip fasteners as for  

all SUPER SAFE models.  

From 125 cm up to 190 cm.

III

ROD BAG SUPER-SAFE
for 2 rigged rods. 

Elaborate SUPER SAFE rod case with 

padded inner sections. 

From 125 cm up to 165 cm.

II
ROD BAG SUPER-SAFE
for 1 rigged rod.

The perfect protection  

for your rod.

From 125 cm up to  

165 cm.

I shock-restistant 
PVC-membrane

nt
aneee

THE PERFECT SUPER-SAFE  
ROD TUBE
It is part of an angler‘s basic 

 equipment. You cannot protect your 

rod in a better way. 

From 150 cm up to 165 cm.

VI  

Art-No. Model Trays Length RRP*
BAGS  I
301127 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 1 tray for rigged rod 125 cm 48,95 €
301147 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 1 tray for rigged rod 145 cm 53,95 €
301167 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 1 tray for rigged rod 165 cm 57,95 €
BAGS  II
302125 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 2 trays for rigged rod 125 cm 72,95 €
302157 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 2 trays for rigged rod 150 cm 84,95 €
302167 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 2 trays for rigged rod 165 cm 93,95 €
BAGS  III
303125 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 3 trays for rigged rod 125 cm 99,95 €
303152 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 3 trays for rigged rod 150 cm 109,95 €
303177 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 3 trays for rigged rod 175 cm 119,95 €
303192 Rod Bag SUPER-SAFE 3 trays for rigged rod 190 cm 129,95 €
BAGS  IV
304167 XXL ROD BAG 4 trays for rigged rod 165 cm 149,95 €

Art-No. Model Trays Length RRP*
BAGS  V
307152 Rod bag with 2 trays 2 trays for 2 - 4 rigged rods 150 cm 104,95 €
307167 Rod bag with 2 trays 2 trays for 2 - 4 rigged rods 165 cm 114,95 €
307192 Rod bag with 2 trays 2 trays for 2 - 4 rigged rods 190 cm 124,95 €
BAGS  VI
305152 Rod tube Rod tube for 1 rod 150 cm 28,95 €
305167 Rod tube Rod tube for 1 rod 165 cm 34,95 €
BAGS  VII
309110 Soft bag Soft bag for 1 rigged rod 110 cm 24,99 €
309127 Soft bag Soft bag for 1 rigged rod 125 cm 28,99 €
309147 Soft bag Soft bag for 1 rigged rod 145 cm 31,99 €
309162 Soft bag Soft bag for 1 rigged rod 160 cm 37,99 €
BAGS  VIII
308125 Rod tube Rod tube for 1 rigged rod 125 cm 42,95 €
308152 Rod tube Rod tube for 1 rigged rod 150 cm 54,95 €
308167 Rod tube Rod tube for 1 rigged rod 165 cm 64,95 €* recommended retail price of the manufacturer



SINGLE SLEEVE FOR CARP RODS
Our brand new single sleeves in 12’ and 13’ for the safe 

transport of single, mounted rods. The durable outer material 

as well as the strong inner padding allow for an excellent 

 protection of your rods. The reel-part was especially designed 

for large big pit reels. Obviously, rods with size #50 guides 

fit in comfortably as well. Using the karabiner at the side, 

several sleeves can be connected.

X  

SUPER-SAFE  
BAITCAST ROD TUBE  
FOR AN ASSEMBLED ROD
This Super-safe rod tube for an 

assembled bait-cast rod is the ideal 

choice when you need to protect 

a single-piece rod and reel from 

impact damage.  

The length of 2.10 m will 

 accommodate most  conventional 

bait cast rods.  

XI  

SPORTEX LANDING NET BAG
There’s plenty of space in this bag for 

a net handle of up to 1.80 m in length 

and a 42˝/50˝ landing net. An interior 

 compartment with a self-securing strip for 

retaining the  handle, and an air-permeable 

compartment for the net, are among the 

bag’s features. The watertight, padded, 

inner material prevents unpleasant smells 

and mould formation.  

XII  

SPORTEX TRAVELBAG
The Travelbag is designed for short 

multi-part rods (up to five parts) with 

a maximum length of 64 cm. The five 

 compartments and their self-securing strips 

ensure that the rods are held safe and 

 secure. The Travelbag can be carried either 

as hand luggage or in larger  suitcases.

XIII  
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You want to protect your valuable rods and reels securely from damage!   

The SPORTEX Super Safe cases are not only  practical and roomy, they 

 provide double protection in comparison with other Bags . On the one hand 

by means of a flexible, attached  inner shell made of shock-resistant PVC,  

on the other by means of a  waterproof, abrasion-resistant outer  

surface made of 1.680 D nylon woven fabric. The fitting with robust,  

corrosion-protected metal zip fasteners, padded interior sections and 

padded shoulder straps is  typically SPORTEX functional and designed for 

many years‘ use. All large Bags  additionally have a new and easy-to-use 

rucksack  function, that facilitates the transportation of your rods even 

more. In addition, all of the Bags  have a practical fitting for hanging up 

your Bags . Each SPORTEX case is an ID for your valuation of your passion.

SUPER-SAFE ROD TUBE FOR ONE RIGGED ROD
SUPER SAFE by SPORTEX is the perfect protection for your 

high-quality, rigged spinning rods. The SUPER SAFE lining is 

padded on the inside. An integrated, special reel box  

facilitates the insertion of the complete assembled rod.  

At home, simply hang your assembled equipment by the 

hooks. Perfect! From 125 cm up to 165 cm.

VIII  

IX  

SUPER-SAFE HARD SHELL BAG FOR CARP RODS
A high-end bag for your carp rods, especially  designed for 

best possible protection of rods and reels. Both separated 

 rod-compartments, with  embedded shock resistant 

inner-shell, offer enough space  for one rod with reel 

each. Inside, the bag is very well padded and each rod can 

beindividually fixed to allow best possible protection of 

your rods. Even size #50 guides and large big pit reels are 

no problem. A long extra side pocket offers enough  

space for an umbrella, landing net or bank sticks. Two 

additions side Bags are available for your accessories.

1.680 D non-rip and 
waterproof nylon 
fibre layer 

SPORTEX SUPER SAFE-Technology 
for perfect protection of rods and reels

Shock-resistant and 
flexible PVC hard shell

Air-cushioned 
cellular membrane

All Bags  and rod tubes:
Material: 70% Nylon,  
30% PVC

Smooth and 
tear-proof 
SPX-lining

Art-No. Model Trays Length RRP*
BAGS  IX
310211 Sup. Safe Carp rod bag 2 trays for 2 rigged + 2 unrigged rods 198 cm 189,95 €
310213 Sup. Safe Carp rod bag 2 trays for 2 rigged + 2 unrigged rods 218 cm 199,95 €
BAGS  X
309165 Single sleeve for carp rods Single sleeve for carp rods for 1 rod 10” 165 cm 49,95 €
309198 Single sleeve for carp rods Single sleeve for carp rods for 1 rod 12” 195 cm 54,95 €
309211 Single sleeve for carp rods Single sleeve for carp rods for 1 rod 13” 208 cm 59,95 €

Art-No. Model Trays Length RRP*
BAG  XI
308211 Super Safe Baitcast rod tube for 1 assembled Baitcast rod 212 cm 74,95 €
BAG  XII
309197 Landing net bag for landing nets 197 cm 34,95 €
BAG  XIII
309079 Travelbag for 5 rod parts up to a length of 66 cm 72x26 cm 34,95 €

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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SPORTEX CARRYALL BAGS
SPORTEX has designed these top-quality Carryall bags for use in all weathers. A special PVC 

surface material, waterproof zip fasteners and waterproof base shell make them the ideal 

choice for  protecting your fishing accessories against the wet.

Carryall Bags have a spacious,  padded  interior compartment and three  additional outside 

pockets. A padded carrying strap and two EVA carrying handles on the side make light work 

of carrying the bag, even when it’s full.

SPORTEX SPINNING BAGS
The perfect bags for the most avid lure anglers. A high quality PVC finish, 

amply dimensioned overlaps and waterproof zippers reliably protect the 

interior from moisture in all weather conditions. The premium bag easily 

holds two extra-large lure boxes and offers separate pockets to tidy stow 

pliers, hook removal or any other accessory. The basic version (no side 

pockets) features a mesh pocket in front and a Velcro-strip flap for fast and 

easy access.

Art.-No. Model Trays RRP*
BAGS  XIV
320001 Carry All Bag small 48 x 33 x 29 cm 69,95 €
320002 Carry All Bag big 60 x 38 x 33 cm 79,95 €
BAGS  XV
320003 Spinning bags 50 x 26 x 15 cm 49,95 €
320004 „Flap“ Spinning bags 40 x 26 x 14 cm 39,95 €

* recommended retail price of the manufacturer
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Ockert GmbH

Siemensstr. 1A

82178 Puchheim 

Germany

Fon: +49 89 894083-22

Fax: +49 89 894083-20

Email: info@sportex.de

www.sportex.de


